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AUTHORS PROEM.

DEAR PEOPLE,

I am not without hope that- I have succeeded in

throwing sortie fresh light, reflected from a later civilisation, upon

the career of a legendary Figure almost unique in its proportions*

If 1 have erred on the side of partiality for that Figure, some licence

must be accorded to the enthusiasm of Hero-worship. And what a

Hero ! The hero as King, as Prophet, as Poet we know familiarly

enough. But the hero as Knave ? The thought is sublime !

Most of these pages are devoted to a consideration of his early

successes; the play of
"
Oedipus the Wreck'/ as rendered at Cambridge

University in November 1887 A.D., furnishes the elucidation of his

"Decline-and-Fall-Ojf"; while the book opens with an attempted

reproduction of the Original Play-Bill of Sophocles, including actual

Advertisements, date about 430 B.C.

The Preface is somewhere near the end of the book, p. 76.

Yours,

0. S.

P.S. / ought perhaps to take the present opportunity of warning

any sensitive scholar against the very painful anachronisms which

may seem to disfigure this work, when regarded as a contribution,

however trivial, to the trophies of Classical research.





Supposed Specimen of Original Play-Bill of
"
Oedipus the Wreck"

together with customary Advertisement Sheet.

THEATRE OF DIONYSUS, ATHENS,

(8?TH ODD OLYMPIAD).

ts % ISJmk; or, Co Crate % flttak

A SERIO-KOMIC OPERA BY

SOPHOKLES

(Adapted from popular Theban Myth-Kykle)

IN THREE RIOT ACTS AND A DROP SCENE

INCLUDING

BALLET OF THEBAN ELDERS

PERSONS OF DRAMA:

(Explanation in brackets designed to simplify question of relationship)

1. LAIUS (Husband of locasta, Father and Victim of Oedipus).

2. OEDIPUS THE WRECK, alias BOREFOOT and BULGEFOOT (Son-and-Heir of Laius, and

Murderer of same
; Offspring, Second Husband and "Widower of locasta

;
Father and

Half-Brother of Antigone, Ismene, &c.
;
Uncle and Brother-in-law of Creon

; Step-

Father and Step-Son to Himself).

3. CIIEON (Brother and Uncle-in-law of locasta
; Brother-in-law, Uncle, Heir Presumptuous,

and Actual Successor to Oedipus; Great-Uncle-in-law and Ordinary Uncle to

Antigone, Ismene, &c.)



ORIGINAL PIAY-BILL.

4. IOCASTA (Queen-Consort, Derelict, and Daughter-in-law of Laius; Sister and Niece-in-law

of Creon ; Mother and Grandmother of Antigone, Ismene, &c.
; Queen-Consort and

Mother of Oedipus; Daughter-in-law and Mother-in-law to Herself).

6. THE VKKY REV. THE HIGH PUIEST, DEAN OF THEBES.

6, 7, 8. 'ANGLES, or MESSENGERS :

Obtuse Angle.

Acute Angle.

Wrecked Angle.

The chief characters will be taken by the

FAMOUS FAMILY OP THE

AGONISTAE
CONSISTING OK

Prot Agonistes

Deuter Agonistes

Trit Agonistes

Samson Agonistes

Pile-on-the-Agonistes.

The Choragus wishes to say that he has had this caste in his eye
for some time.

Besides the above there will be

CHILDREN (phenomena), ATTENDANTS, NON-ATTENDANTS,

TIN-SOLDIEBS (hop-lights and
top-heavies),

FOOT- AND HAND-MAIDS,

MUTES, LIQUIDS,

PETIT8 8UPEKS,

&C.

But most of these have little or no character to speak of.
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THE ARGUS-EYE BRACE.



ADVERTISING SHEET.

THE ARGUS-EYE BRACE.
ro POSSESS IT IS ELYSIUM.

rp
) BEwiTHOUlrlS HADES.

From the latter place Sisyphus sends us word:
" We- miss your Argus-Eye Brace here sadly. With
the help of a pair of them I am sure I could get that
shameless stone up this exceedingly laborious hill.

Khadamanthus praised your Brace the other day from
the Bench."

'_
THE ARGUS-EYE BRACE.

The Sociable Bracefor Twins.

THE PANDORA MAKE-UP BOX.
R THE ONE-EYED.

TjlOR
THE HAIRLESS.

TjiOR
THE TOOTHLESS?

THE SHAPELESS.

FOR THE GRACELESS.

FOR THOSE, IX FACT, SANS ALMOST
EVERYTHING.

THE PANDORA MAKE-UP BOX
OUPPLIES COMPLEXION.

SUPPLIES FIGURE.

OUPPLIES FOOTMEN'S CALVES.

8
UPPLIES YOUTH.

SUPPLIES CHARMS.
IN' A WOUD

SUPPLIES NATURE.

THE PANDORA MAKE-UP BOX
TflOR

THE RETIRED MILITARY.

NO
SPINSTER SHOULD BE WITHOUT

IT.

rp
_

MATCH-MAKER'S TOADY-MECUM

710R THE GREEN-ROOM.

IflOR THE LEVEE.

"CIORTTHE ARCHON'S "AT HOMES."

TH^ WALL-FLOWER^ WHERE:
WITHAL.

E DOWAGER'S DEFENCE.

rHE CHAPERON'S SH"lELDTr

UNIVERSAL REJUVENA1XJRT
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OEDIPUS THE WRECK.

CHAPTER I.

"Name this child." Old Saying.

T was in a respectable thoroughfare in the West End of Thebes,

the city of old Cadmus, that young Oedipus first saw the

light of day. I say young Oedipus, for if the epithet is ever

applicable, it is on the occasion of a person's birth
;
and I also use the

expression light of day as I think advisedly, because modern explorers

have conspired with ancient historians to assure us that the atmosphere

of Hellas was peculiarly candescent. In England, where we see the sun

at fitful intervals, we have adopted the phrase
"
light of day

"
as a fic-

titious idiom
;
but the grand old Greeks were never tired of talking

about the sunlight, and nothing caused them more thorough regret in

the prospect of approaching demise than the thought that they would

be unhappily compelled to leave it behind.

Very well, then, I repeat that it was in a respectable thoroughfare in

the West End of Thebes that young Oedipus first saw the light of day.
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But it was not intended that he should see it for long. His parents had

other views for him. One of these was the view from a pleasant slope

called Mount Criterion, whither, at the singularly insecure age of three

days, he was despatched in his go-cart with a kind good shepherd, to

play with the billy-goats and to take the air. Not air and exercise,

look you, for before saying good-bye his devoted parents had heated the

kitchen-poker and run it through his poor little feet, and shoved a nasty

skewer in, and Oedipus had wept very sore.

Besides the customary sistrum or baby's rattle, they had given him

a name to play upon, Oedipus, or the little Bulgefoot. Many scholiasts,

in support of the belief that no Theban ever intentionally conceived a

word-play, assert that his parents could not possibly have invented a

name at once so facetious and so appropriate, and that it must have been

given him later on because. of the incomparable size

of the football boots he used to wear when he played

for the celebrated
"
Corinthians."

Be this as it may, he was always known as

Bulgefoot, or, by way of variety, Borefoot; and

indeed it was all through an attempt to rhyme this

last with Quadruped that he conceived the solution of the Sphinx's

conundrum.

But, by the figure of prolepsis, we are anticipating, and must retrace

the hero's bulging footsteps to his native town and inquire who his un-

natural parents were, and how the unfortunate infant came by such

heavy handling.
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Laius (for that was his father's name) was a bold bad man. He was

also King of Thebes. Once upon a time he had wedded a young, if

not a lovely, bride known as locasta, of whom, as is likely, we shall

have a good deal to say. She was a sister of Creon, author of "Old

Creori Days," still sold in paper covers at all stalls on the Anabasis line

of the Peiraeus tramway. He was something of a sportsman, and

many a book did Laius make up with him over the probable results

of the oracles at the neighbouring Adelphi. For the proximity of

Thebes to the Adelphi, as in the modern instance of Cambridge

University and Newmarket, contributed much to the pleasure of

cultured existence in the capital. At this amusement Laius, as his

name implies, was the boulder of the two (Greek Xa#?, a stone,

hence the name) ;
but Creon had a fine turn of craft, and whenever

he got wind that the priestess had been bribed to pull he could hedge

like any Welsh rabbit.

Well, Creon had a sister called Casta; she was a modest, retiring

girl, hence her name. Being short of cash one day, Creon proposed to

bet against Laius with an I O IT, a proposition which he refused.

Naturally pained by this want of confidence, Creon in a moment's mad-

ness staked his sister Casta against the tin crown that Laius, with his

accustomed recklessness, was wearing on one side at the time.

It happened awkwardly enough that the oracle about which Creon

felt such certainty was being worked on this occasion by Zeus himself

for some private ends. This threw Creon out of his calculations,

and he lost the bet. Laius demanded payment out of hand, but
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as the young lady Casta was not at home at the time, but attending,

as we are told, a stance of the Society for the Admission of Women

to Pedigrees, Creon was obliged to hand Laius a slip of paper inscribed

with "10 Casta" spelt out fair and large. Hence the name locasta,

which she always bore in memory of having been, as she jocosely put

it,
" a martyr to the stake."

Talking of stakes, one ought to add that this episode may have had

something to do with her subsequent behaviour to little Oedipus when

she sent him out into the suburbs, as we said, with a skewer through

his feet, which was very much like
"
having a stake in the country," as

the modern political jargon puts it.

However it is a pity for critics to be too captious, or go a-himting

for niceties of coincidence; let them rather be content to follow out

the motiv of Destiny, as clearly defined to them on that speaking

instrument, the oboe.

But of one thing we may be rightly certain, and that is that Creon

never played a happier card, or, as one may say, more neatly
"
held the

king up his sleeve
"
than when he lost his bet and won this splendid

match for his sister. Brought thus into close conjugal relationship

with the monarch, he might have used his influence at court to get the

lucrative post of Arch-Interpreter of Oracles
;
but as he had never even

attended a single course of lectures on the subject, and as old Teiresias,

Regius Professor, and a tough liver, was perpetual viva, voce examiner,

the outlook in this direction appeared hopeless. However, his master-

stroke was yet to come.
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CHAPTER II.

''When he himself might his quietus make

With a bare bodkin."
From a piece of Bacon.

OW, Creori's theory was : with king, queen, knave, and a little

one, knave leads
;
so he took a good start. And a capital hare

he made. True, the tortoise overlapped him for a bit, but

the hare finally won, front paws down, in a common canter, as they

always do, except in stupid fables. However, we are stealing a March

hare on our story, and must again retrace our vestiges, not forgetting

the moral of the other animal who overleapt the bounds and got caught

in the middle of a springe.

It appears that Laius and locasta had not been blessed, as the

phrase goes, with any children. Reduced to the extremity of despair,

Laius consulted the oracles about the prospects of a royal succession.

At length a little male child, no other than Oedipus, succeeded.

But he was not a real success. For Apollo, ever since the affair of

the unfortunate Niobe, was understood to be on his guard against the

boastful tendencies of prolific women, who might venture to dispute

with his own family the right to the epithet
"
quiverful," with all the

slings and arrows implied in the term. And so Apollo, I was observing,

made the conditions of fatherhood very stiff for Laius. His little Sun-
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and-Air (a phrase, as I have said, peculiarly dear to the inhabitants of

this luminous clime) was to remove his own father from the light of day,

a very parricidal policy for any boy with a natural gift for the filial

affections.

No one, who (like the gentle reader) has made a conscientious study

of the manners of the Greeks and the method of their religious thought,

can possibly hesitate to believe that Creon had "
arranged

"
the matter

with the priestess, so as to preclude any bar to his own succession. In

this particular Classical Tripod it will be seen that the examinee knew

the answers in advance. What the fee for that kind of thing actually

was we can only surmise; Pausanias, whose books of travel may be

always procured from the Select Library of Expurgated Fiction, is

silent on the subject ;
but we may conclude that the sum in question,

like Old Caspar's Blenheim skull, was something
"
large and round."

However, it is perhaps indecorous, at so safe a distance of time and

space, to assail the reputation of this inspired young woman. Enough that

the oracle, whether false coin or not, had been "
uttered." The priestess

rested on her laurels (the Bay of Adelphi, although inland, kept her

well supplied with these), and she was dumb. From her patent

cauldron, in fact, "no hideous hum," as the poet exquisitely puts it,

disturbed the neighbouring gentry; and meanwhile there was young

Oedipus tentatively launched upon the wide, wide world, with pangs of

hunger at his heart, and a meat-skewer through his baby feet.

There he lay, on the wild heights of Mount Criterion, shivering

with fright and terribly exposed; lay there under the Milky Whey,
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spelling out the words of "Twinkle, twinkle, little Arcturus" (which

was out of season at the time), and observing, even at that early age,

that it was a member of the constellation of Bootes, and would one

day cost his biographer, the Professor lebb (Litt.D.), some stiff annota-

tions, with perhaps an excursory appendix thrown in, to prove an

unsuspected familiarity with the neighbourhood, and the science of

skylights.

Bare-headed and bore-footed he lay there, trying to think if there

were any precedent for the situation besides the obvious case of

Endymion, and wondering if he stood much chance against this hero

in the graces of the Lady Luna
; wondering, too, whether she would be

at all moon-struck with his appearance, and might remember the story

of the Babes in the Wood or, say, that of Romulus and Remus (which

would imply just a touch of anachronic lunacy) and pity the little

phenomenon for being in the singular, and not, like the Saturday

Sportsman, a double number.

And at this very hour the wicked Laius and the wicked locasta

were driving back late from an At Home at Creon's (he had called it a

Symposium on the cards), where they had been entertained by a

travelling troupe of Refined Rhapsodists, at that time engaged on a tour

round the chief Mousic Halls of Boeotia.

On their way home the monarch and his lady were pleased to

make light (it was not brilliant, but the Greeks were so fond of any

form of light) make light, I was going to say of the prophecies of

Apollo.
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This young and gifted god, however, who had had considerable

experience for his years, being a Mus. Doc. because his playing on the

lyre was as good as a treat, and a D.C.L. as Director of Celestial Light,

and having taken the new degree of A.I. (or Alex. Icacos, as warder-off-

of-evil) was just cramming for his B.Sc. (Bachelor of Scepticism), so

that he knew very well how to deal with a case of this kind, and

accordingly he polished up his far- darters, and made ready, as usual, to

draw the lon bow.

CHAPTER III.

"First Shepherd. Will pipe with me?
Second Shepherd. Ay, that will I."

Rusty Old Pastoral.

JOW
on Criterion's heights the shepherd brought the baby some

goat's milk (or, as he put it, a drop of something to keep the

cold out) and
thoughtfully gathered some cones of the

resinous pine to help his little gums. But the precocious child

< "inplained that what he wanted was something heavy and solid, say
a piece of goat-steak or a mutton chop (surely, he said there must be
such a thing as a Criterion Bar-lamb), adding that he would be glad to

turn in for the night, as he was getting more bored than ever.
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Hard-hearted indeed must the shepherd have been if he had failed

to be touched by misery in one so remarkably young and promising;

but on the question of late suppers he was obliged to shew his sterner

side, and said something about goat's milk being just the nicest thing

in the world for such a kid. Then, with beautiful forethought, he

doffed his splendid false beard (of which we shall later on have more to

say) readily converting it into a blanket for the little sufferer, and with

his feet comfortably tucked up and secured as in the above description

he passed his first memorable night in the open. I do not know of any

earlier instance of the now popular fashion of Boy-Cotting.

Wrapped in his own gloomy reflections and a second-rate goat-skin

the shepherd paced the star-lit wild, rapidly sketching the horror-scope

of the child's future, in the manner peculiar to the noble and untutored

sons of the mountain. Ever and again he would plaintively put his lips

now to his Briar-pipe, now to his Pan-oboe, and as the smouldering

mountain-ashes danced in the noon of night, he would troll, like Orpheus

to the pirouetting oaks, a snatch of some strain in the manner of

Theocritus, that "idyll-singer of an empty day." And ever and again, try

as he would to stop it, the leit-motiv kept cropping up until he fairly

settled it with a break-down, of which we give the following metrical

version :

Strephon. Baby baby borefoot!

Has he got a sore-foot?

Yes he's got a raw foot!

Pauvre petit cher !
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For his pebble-hearted Pa

In conjunction with his Ma
Took his little feet and pricked 'em,

Leaving him a helpless victim

To the common mountain bear

And the usual missing lynx !

" The common mountain bear.
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So it's hey diddle diddle!

Skewered through the middle!

Fol-de-rol-de RIDDLE!

Sphinx !

Yes it's hey diddle diddle!

Skewered through the middle !

Fol-de-rol-de RIDDLB!

Sphinx ! !

The Leit-motiv.

To the shepherd's great surprise, just as he was taking breath and

blowing down his omni-pipe, he heard a faint echo the other side of the

hedge, and listening carefully, he caught the following

Anti-Strephon. Baby, baby, borefeet !

Two and three and four feet!

Weakest when it 's more feet !

Poor Sun-and-Air!

For it seems a beastly thing,

And peculiar in a king,

To have left his little rosy

Person hopelessly expose

To the common mountain bear

And the usual missing lynx!
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" The usual missing lynx."

So it's hey diddle diddle!

Pan-pipe and fiddle!

Great Scott and Liddell!

Sphinx !

Yes, it's hey diddle diddle!

Pan-pipe and fiddle!

Great Scott and Liddell !

Sphinx ! !

[NOTE TO THE BBITISH PUBLIC. I shall have these lines coming in very often, and

so I ought, in common self-defence, to mention that my publisher warned me that it

was best to have a sort of lilting chorus of this kind turning up at all odd moments ;

that it had been the making of many notable books, of which it would suffice to mention

"Thrasher Island," |and "Red Man's Shock;" and that no work in the modern

style was complete without it. Now the public ta^te is a thing not lightly to be trifled

with, and if it says it will have its tales bound like those of the Philistine foxes in fiery

red, then bound in fiery red they must and shall be j and if they call for a continual

chorus, with "band as before," then a continual chorus with "band as before" must
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be forthcoming and there is an end of discussion. They shall have it as often as they

like ; nay, more often, if it is their pleasure. Perhaps one cannot do better than repeat

it at once, so as to ensure confidence. Here it is, then :

Baby, Baby, borefoot!

Has he got a sore foot?

Yes he's got a raw foot!

Pauvre petit cher !

For his pebble-hearted Pa

In conjunction with his Ma

Took his little feet and pricked 'em,

Leaving him a helpless victim

To the common mountain bear

And the usual missing lynx!

So it's hey diddle diddle!

Skewered through the middle !

Fol-de-rol-de RIDDLE!

Sphinx ! !

The Leit-motiv.]

Proceeding to the place where the sound came from, he recognised in

the vocalist no other than a familiar swain from Corinth, with whom he

had whiled away many an hour on the uplands of Criterion, now in

chase of the retiring butterfly, now in drinking deep, unwinking, Thracian

draughts of a neat home-brewed mixture known as Care-Dispeller ;
or
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again, in frolicsome fancy, tasting the rarer sweets of actual labour to the

tune of lie Capellae, or the popular air of Heave-ho Bacche ; or yet

again, under the light of the moon, with none to hear them save some

wakeful ram or listening yew, in friendly rivalry they would improvise

their pastoral ditties, till they accidentally struck the stars with sublime

head.

In this way a valuable fellowship (open only to resident Scholar-

gypsies) had sprung up between them, and the Theban drover reminded

himself that he might turn it to good account. Accordingly he invited

his co-pastor to an inspection of the little wrack-rented tenant of the

mountain-top.

The good old Corinthian was much commoved at the sight of

suffering innocence, but steadied himself when the Theban opened

the question of baby-farming, and began to throw out suggestions

of a mercenary character. His royal parents would of course have

scorned the notion of the young prince being exposed to sale (as well as

wind and rain), but this was what it had come to. The representative

from Corinth, who had an eye to what is called the main chance, wiped

a tear from it, and brought it, dry and critical, to bear upon the

unconscious infant.

Ever since the occasion of the judgment of the shepherd Paris

(known in history as the "
Exposition Universelle de Paris," because of

the costume adopted by the competitors), when the fall of the famous

apple taught to a wondering world the great natural law that beauty is

the centre of attraction a theory subsequently developed in another
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line, as I am told, by one I. Newton, ever since that time there had

been a tradition on the mountains attaching the prestige of judicial

authority to the great profession of sheep-herding.

Naturally the O. C. (it will be convenient to use this abbreviation for

the Old Corinthian, though with the risk of confusing him with Oedipus

Coloneus, or Oedipus at
" the Colonies ") asked the 0. T. (Old Theban)

certain proper leading questions, such as whether the child's mother was

duly informed of its being out-of-doors, and what fractional reduction

would be allowed for mutilation of object; but between judicious

reticence and thoughtful invention the O. T. made a good case for

himself, and a bargain was struck the 0. C. to pay the 0. T. fifty obols

for the brat, namely twenty-five down, and the remainder upon the

" Greek Kalends
"

next succeeding.

A drachm (no odd scruples) of sparkling wine from the undulating

champaign of the neighbourhood cemented the contract, and the

next rosy-toed Aurora, as she brought round the usual generous allow-

ance of sunlight, saw the O. C. off to town with the infant in his market-

basket. So for the next few days the Corinthian sheep had whole

holidays which they utilised by playing off a series of butting-matches

with the Theban team, the O. T. acting as interested referee with a

long pole and a Pan-whistle.
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CHAPTER IV.

Pastor cum traheret . . . ."

First Lyre of the Italian Band.

|HE scene now changes from the comparatively rude accommo-

dation on Mount Criterion to the luxurious court of King

Polypus and Queen Mary P. (pronounced Merope'). But it

must not be hurriedly supposed that the O. C. got there all at once.

He did the journey in pieces, and was himself pretty much in that state

when he arrived. For in those days there were no rapid means of

communication, though to run a couple of hundred miles a day, with an

occasional long jump of fifty-five feet, was a favourite performance with

the leading athletes of this accomplished nation. But there were as yet

no railways; as yet the popularity of Cook's tours had not compelled

the construction of a Pan-Hellenic steam-system ;
even the justly

renowned Peiraeus tramway, so safe a speculation at the present day,

was only (like American street-railways) in the air.

Talking once more of the air, of course the great
" Diddle-us

" had

already scaled the upper realms on wings not as a rule conceded to

mortals; but his son in making a similar attempt on what was then

called, and justly too, the "
inane," had, like the acting fellows in the
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Tempest, "melted into thin air," and been reluctantly compelled to

lend the lustre of his name to some glassy sea

" Vitreo (in fact) daturus

Noraina ponto."

Wings were therefore rather on the wane than the wax as a popular

mode of conveyance, and had given place to the pedestrian method, and

so the 0. C. tramped it. The contents of his basket were made the

subject of much curiosity in the rural districts through which his track

lay, and he was subjected to a great deal of good-natured chaff.

At the time of his arrival the King Polypus was in his counting-

house, doing arithmetic
;
the Queen was in her parlour, eating amateur

cakes of millet-seed and honey.

The royal pair, I need hardly say, were childless (otherwise the

mission of Oedipus would have been practically pointless), and for want

of children about the house to distract them they had to resort to the

above methods of dissipating time. According to the exhaustive phrase-

ology of the Greek language the Queen was entirely alone with one lady's

maid, who was also equally alone. Her name, too, was Mary; there

were in fact two Maries, hence the phrase

" Bimaris Corinthus."

It was Mary, Queen of Scots, who first increased the number to four

Maries, herself the fifth.

Well, as Queen Mary P. sat there at lunch, the door-curtains were

respectfully but firmly drawn back, and a distinguished-looking super
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announced that there was a beggar-fellow at the gate with something

bulging in a basket, and that he was clamouring in a provincial accent

for an audience of the Queen.

" Let him have our royal ear/' replied the lady with a touch of noble

condescension.

On being shewn in, 'the 0. C. made as nearly as he could hit it off

an obeisance, and at once remarked that Mercury had gone up in his

estimation. This expression had, however, nothing to do with the

barometer
;

it merely meant that he had found a god-send or eppaiov,

all anonymous gratuities being ascribed by reflecting people to the

influence of this charming deity.

Straight from the finding of the treasure his diligence had brought

him thither by the swift revolutions of conducting axle-boxes. This

remark, again, had no reference to anything like a mountain coach
;

it

was simply the usual explicit method of saying that he had come along

walking all he knew, arid indeed the O. C. rather flattered himself that

he had caught for the moment the idiomatic style of the capital ;
but of

course it is Greek to us.

How long a speech he would have made it is impossible to con-

jecture; messengers and tale-bearers generally, though they hear no

good of themselves, have things much their own way in the Tragedians,

dropping their augments and taking other similar liberties with the

language ;
but just as he was wondering how he could scan his fifth

line without a false quantity or a wrong Cretic ending a thing to be

specially eschewed, as the Cretans had a sorry reputation for being evil
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beasts, if not worse the climax of his story was rudely anticipated by

a sound like thunder on the left. The fact was that the infant hated

being on the floor after the pleasant oscillations of its journey ;
it was

not nice either, being kept covered up simply for the sake of the

denouement ; and so he had begun to say OIJJLOL in a terrific baritone,

brought on by a gay catarrh which he had caught through being out so

late at night in the open air.

The astonishment of Her Sebastic Majesty the Queen may be more

easily imagined (my artist tells me) than portrayed. She had fancied

that the treasure-trove would turn out to be some old Isthmian pewter

-perhaps electro-plated or one of the grand old Theban dragon's

hind-molars, or, say, the log of the first Adelphic coracle
;
and here was

something that could make a noise without being pinched ! Further

concealment would have been frivolous, so the O. C. whipped off the

covering, and there lay little Oedipus (for it was none other than he)

on the very verge of suffocation !
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CHAPTER V.

"First Citizen. Marry! What meaneth this much ado?

Second ditto. Sirrah! the jubilee is toward.

First, ditto. Jubilee ! quotha ? In that the queen be barren now fifty years ?

Second ditto. Nay, thou silly loon ! but the king is to-day a father.

First ditto. Est-ce que vous parlez Fran9ais?
Second ditto. Oui, je fais.

First ditto. Vive le roi !

Second ditto. Je ne comprends pas.

First ditto. God save the king!
Second ditto. Amen." Eus in Urbe.

I
HOSE who observe how women who have no children of their

own, and therefore know no better, exhibit strange raptures

over alien infants, may understand (for I do not) the

hysterical delight of Mary P. at the exposition of little Borefoot,

Admiration, pity, and envy strove for the mastery of her diaphragm.

Envy was just leading by a neck when the double folding-doors, massive,

patent, burglar-proof, that led into the king's counting house, flew open

in the usual way and the monarch stepped in, followed by what he

called his trusty henchmen, who were armed nearly to the back teeth.

" What is this clamour bruited forth that through my ears assails the

well-spring of my hearing ?
"

was what he said, though such was the

refinement of his language that his actual meaning remained an open

question.

On having his attention called to the little phenomenon he loudly
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demanded a deposition of its antecedents. This let the O. C. in again,

who said that he had been found in the upper circles of the Criterion

and that all he knew about his extraction (for the O.T. had kept him

in the dark about his home history) was that he had pulled a skewer out

of his little borefeet, and as for his descent he said that he had done the

mountain-side at a good jog-trot ;
and to make a short story shorter still

and perha,ps sweeter, he would be glad to drink the good king's health

in a bumper of the usual, hot.

Waiving, with royal dignity, the point of this appeal, the king

proposed the adoption of the young changeling; the motion was

seconded by the queen with womanly tact, and the infant was carried

unanimously to the nursery ;
there they dressed his wounds with Attic

oil, and his little person generally in a purple tunic.

The news of course spread like German measles; all the special

editions had it in, from the Echo Femininum down to the Read'un,

so called from its blood-like circulation
;
while the Tell-Tale Gazette,

known as the Post Meridian Gossip or P. M. G., went so far as

to describe realistically an imaginary interview with the young and

presumptive heir.

The effect produced on the money market by this little Royal

Exchangeling was magico-electric ;
on all the banks the back-current

accounts rose above flood-mark and several new bogus companies got

accidentally floated
;
Greek preference shewed three dividends and a

remainder
;
and Roman Consuls were freely quoted in oratio obliqua.

Gala fetes, too, were at once organised.
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The Corinthians played an exhibition match against the famous

Olympic Top-End ;
the Isthmian Club offered a prize for a Coxswainless

Punt-athlon on the Home Waters
;
while in the evening the jeunesse

Dorique held a lamprey-race by torch light, followed by what they

called a Komic Kinderella Choros, for which the services of the

Dithyrambic Brass Band were kindly lent by the Strategus and Officers

of the Royal Horse Distillery (Hippocrene Battery).

Meanwhile the O. C. was not forgotten, and late that night from the

servants' hall came the sound of wassail and revel, while now and then

the rich notes of a semi-quavering tenor were caught up and drowned in

a lusty chorus, of which the burthen was nothing more nor less than our

old friend :

"So it's hey diddle diddle!

Skewered through the middle !

Fol-de-rol-de KIDDLE!

Sphinx !

Yes, it's hey diddle diddle !

Pan-pipe and fiddle!

Great Scott and Liddell!

Sphinx !

"

The Leit-motiv
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CHAPTER VI.

"Non cuivis homini contingit adire Corinthum."

First Lyre of the Italian Band.

ND so the little stranger obtained a permanent bore-footing in

the royal household
;
his pretensions were even recognised by

the Presbytery a very dull, but orthodox body and would

also have met with the approval of the Established Ecclesia had that

popular institution been in existence.

He never quite got over the bitter and foot-rending experience of

his early days, which left their permanent strawberry-mark upon his

career; and though the best royal court-plaister was applied to the

place, still his feet had been so thoroughly bored, that, like the Heads

of Houses at a University Sermon, they were always obliged to yawn

just a little; and the dainty sabots of sandal-wood which he wore

according to the mode always rang a little hollow on the hard high way.

But it was quite understood that he would one day step into the

shoes of his foster-father; and as the king's name was Polypus, which the

scholiasts explain as meaning Centipede, he soon recognised that many
a great feat lay before him. And so

ero* rj\0e. TrepnrXofiGVtav eviavTwv,

that is to say, the years rolled on, and at the same time the seasons

easily revolved.
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Give a man an inch, and he will take an ell. So it was with the

child. He grew up, distinctly grew up ;
and while his best friends were

never tired of reminding him of this interesting fact, even his worst

detractors could not fairly deny the truth of it. And by the time that

he had reached an age of advanced youth, even his own natural parents

would have recognised that he had changed considerably from the little

Borefoot whose sojourn with them had been of so fleeting a character.

Of course the child was not yet father of the man
;
this could hardly

be expected of him, on ordinary computation, before the age of, say, five-

and-thirty ;
still he was a model of athletic, if not intellectual, develop-

ment. In the competition known as the Pan-crack'em, a combination

of burglary with assault-and-battery, he was seldom beaten, and never

actually killed
;

in wrestling-bouts on the catch-as-catch-can system

known as the fjioXcov \a(3e he could generally throw his man to a

considerable distance
;
while at the game of ao/c/ca the Corinthian team

never scored so well as when he was umpire. If the other one

complained, the prince's word was " Lor I

"
varied by

" Will you not to

the crows ?
"

an oath of the period considered highly drastic
;
and when

his Highness as umpire held up his umbrella, the efaSpos or referee

always blew the whistle in his favour, confident of whetting it afterwards

at the prince's expense.

Then too he could play almost any instrument from the trorn- and

all other bones, down to the psackbut, including the half-and-half-bass
;

and when he breathed through the Aphrodite or Meer-Schaum pipe the

papers described his colouring as very mellow. Of course (though he
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did not know it at the time) his birth as a Theban helped him here, for

Cadmus had married, so the legends say, a sort of Harmonium woman.

If it came to dancing too, he would turn you off a sailor's pan-pipe,

or the Discus-fling, with the agility of a professional Bacchante. Then,

again, he threw the hammer and tongs with equal velocity and

inaccuracy; and was declared the greatest catch alike in the cricket-

field and the marriage-market.

Turning to histrionics, in the Bore-footlights club he starred a good

deal as first low comedian, his best character being in
" Buskins-at-

Tauris," or
" Boots of the Bull Inn," when he took the title-rdle. His

break-downs were always masterpieces of creative art, and no one who

ever saw him play in his own biography as
"
Oedipus the Wreck," after

he took to tragedy, will soon forget the brilliant way in which he cleared

the front-door steps in that famous exit which precedes the Bodkin Scene.

Nor were the labours of the plough unfamiliar to him
;
these he had

learnt, not in the school of adversity so much as in that of o-axfrpoa-vvrj

(or Moderations, as the saying is) ;
often he had driven his coaches

sometimes four-in-hand at a time to desperation, but his examiners

always said that while he cut his unseens badly, he did not seem to have

even used a paper-knife for his prepared books; that his Iambics would not

scan, having a hiatus in almost every foot, though this perhaps was

natural
; and that finally he made far too much use of the prompter in

the vivd voce.

But if he failed in "honours," he had an hereditary taste for

tricks; he was matchless at the three-card game; and his challenge
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to the world to
"
trace the knave

"
was never successfully answered till

very late in his career, when it turned out to be concealed about his

own person.

In politics he played see-saw on the cross-benches, at one time

liberally supporting the claims of Universal Suffering ;
at another voting

for the bill for Marriage with Deceased Father's Wife
;
he had also a

scheme for introducing opium by a tunnel under the Aegean, and wanted

to have the rights of Women recognised graduately and by^Degrees.

Such, in mezzotint, was the character of our young hero at the time

of the first crisis (he had two others) in his career. But, to be strictly

impartial, this episode belongs to the next chapter.

CHAPTER VII.

" At ne quis modici transiliat munera Liberi . . . ."

id.

JLL this while the young Pretender had been kept in ignorance

of the obscurity alike of his Genesis and Exodus. The excite-

ment incident upon the occasion of his arrival had naturally clouded his

memory of that peculiarly interesting erent. Good old Polypus with

pious fraud had cooked the necessary birth certificates, and all the

king's gentlemen, a very beautifully polished order, had been expected

to wink at the imposition, drugging their consciences with the reflection

that after all one freak of nature makes practically the whole world kin.
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However, it all slipped out one day betwixt the cup and the lip.

The Prince had had the misfortune to incur the jealousy of one of the

Be\ri(TToi, or Belted Knights about town. It appears that they had

sworn themselves in as superficial constables (incog, of course) in the

riots about the Unemployed Aristocracy, and Borefoot, being the

handier of the two with his blackthorn, had been flatteringly stig-

matised as a murderer in the Tell Tale Gazette, while his rival, who

had done a good deal of damage in a quiet way, was not so much as

recommended to the treadmill.

The jealousy caused by this invidious comparison rankled in the

young man's breast; add to this that he had been trifled with in a

little affair of the affections:

" There was a young lady of Corinth."

(There are no rhymes for Corinth, so I shall give the story in simple

unaffected prose). She loved the Be\Ti<rro?. Now Oedipus, with the tact

of a Shylock, had made advances to her
; but, unlike that Hebrew, he

took more interest in her than he ever got out of her, and not even his

advances were repaid.

Now, this young lady spent a good deal of her spare time in cutting

little remarks with a pen-knife upon the trunks of several oak trees.

She never varied the remarks
;
she just scratched up,

" For the Fairest
"

(TO> /eaXX/o-TO), as she put it) in the regulation way, and then she would

pin underneath some little girlish offering of affection, such as a packet

of butter-scotch (you could always get these from the patent-automatic-

food-for-the-million-machines in the catacombs by slipping in a half-
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obol postage stamps no good) ;
or perhaps the present might be a box

1 She just scratched up
' For the Fairest ' in the regulation way

"
(p. 28)
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of
"
Little Beauty

"
cigarettes prepared by the

"
Indigent Ladies' Society

for the encouragement of the minor immoralities," or possibly a carpet-

slipper worked, as the phrase is, by her own fair fingers, in fancy

daedal-work, which to most women is the very distaff of life.

To her simple, untutored mind there could be no question as to who

the "Fairest" was, though, for a postal address, the direction was of

course quite inadequate. Well, Oedipus, making a flimsy pretext of

the ambiguity of these inscriptions, and affecting, with homely pride, to

construe them as bearing reference to his own ornate person, would

track this fair sylvan Rosalind, whenever she went, in the Epsom

phrase,
"
to put a trifle on the Oaks," and hiding behind the next tree,

or the next but one, if it was an avenue, he would cautiously secure the

votive offering and carry it off in triumph to his rooms, fixing it up

among policemen's helmets, brass-plates, proctors' caps, and other

trophies of manly prowess and enterprise.

All this was a natural source of annoyance to the knight, who was

properly /caXTuo-To? as well as fieXrurTos, being a double superlative form

of the /caXo? KayaOos, or good sort. Constantly the oak trees all round

the place were hacked about with the obvious description of his own

appearance, and yet every trunk, when he inspected it, turned out to be

the merest plant. His suspicions fell on Oedipus, though it was im-

possible to bring this petty larceny actually home to him, seeing that a

man's sins are pretty sure to find him out, or, at least, sported. But no

matter, a time would come, and under beetling brows he watched his

opportunity, nursing his wrath meanwhile to keep up the temperature.
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The occasion offered itself at a charity banquet, given in aid of the

widows and orphans of superficial constables. The young nobleman in

question had been called upon for a song, and gave a studied rendering

of one of Sappho's songs,
" Lieder ohne Worte

"
(the text had been

entirely expurgated), accompanying himself upon a tooth-comb modelled

on the lines of an Aeolian harp. To the loud and sustained cries of

avOis av 7rd\iv he announced his intention of replying with a comic

song, in what he called a light satyric vein. Everyone saw that he was

perhaps a little methylated with what was known as the flow of
" mere

"

spirits, and the steadier heads who knew their Horace whispered some-

thing about fecund cups and factitious eloquence; but no one was

prepared for what was coming, and there was a perceptible shock

through the whole assembly when he broke out into the strictly

forbidden air of

"
Baby baby borefoot !

Has he got a sore foot?

Yes, he's got a raw foot!

Pauvre petit cher !

For his pebble-hearted Pa,

In conjunction with his Ma," etc.

The Leit-motiv.
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The good King had been at great pains to suppress the publication

of these ribald rhymes; he himself had secured the copyright, which

really belonged to the O. C. (the latter having pirated the first half from

joint author, and with the diffidence natural to amateurs sold the

composition for an inconsiderable trifle).

All eyes were involuntarily turned on the Prince, and those sitting in

a direct line between him and the singer gently but firmly withdrew.

The Prince, with evident difficulty, restrained his wrath
;
but gallantly

making allowance for the other's enfeebled condition gave him up to

the end of the strophe to discover that this was a breach even of court-

etiquette. Then, before the other could put in his apostrophe, young

Oedipus seized a colossal amphora, brimmed with Bacchus at his best,

and put it with unerring precision half the whole length of the room,

where its progress was arrested by the smiling features of the unconscious

vocalist. A murmur of eu, eu went round the company, and something

of the kind was also understood to be uttered under the late soloist's

seat, though his immediate neighbours stated that he pronounced it with

a digamma at each end.

Oedipus resumed his seat with a blush of pardonable pride, and

seemed inclined to forgive the offender
;
the latter, however, came up to

the surface purple with indignation and a swollen nose, shouting in the

coarse phraseology of the period,
" O my ! wilt thou not to destruction ?

Mayest thou perish ! a food for birds and a prey for dogs ;
thou that

escapest thine own notice being the son of Nobody !

"
This seemed an

insult to the goud old Polypus and his consort the lady Mary P.
;
but
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the success of his shot had made Oedipus generously good-humoured,

and he contented himself by chaffing the Beltistos on the shape of what

he playfully called his conch. But the belted one was not to be denied,

and retaliated by saying, "Nor otherwise than I would'st thou have

been (imperfect with av) as to thy nose, O so-called Excellence (wmf ST)

(frepicTTe), if truly thou hadst been begotten by King Polypus, him not

falsely so called of the very-fme-aiid-large proboscis; swhelp me Zeus,

and conscious Athene, and the whole blessed pack of them, thou art a

Nobody, and born of Nobodies for thy parents ! Go to Adelphi ! and

having consulted the register, laugh thou with vicarious jaws, and throw

beakers at those whom it is not right (to throw beakers at) !"

Somehow these remarks seemed really rather sober and connected
;

nor did Oedipus half like the way in which the company shot meaning

glances at one another and whispered together, itself a breach of

manners
;
and feeling that his dignity was being trifled with, and that

he had just a soupgon too much of what was courteously styled lymph-on-

the-brain to be able to argue dispassionately, he called for a couple of

Lords of the Bed-Chamber to give him an arm apiece, and so retired

from the scene, making his way through a silence so profound that you

could distinctly hear the chairman smash four goblets and a stirrup-cup

out of sheer vexation.
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CHAPTER VIII.

"Train up a child and away he do go." Long-cited Jests.

|HE next morning all that Oedipus could remember was that

he had pitched an amphora (or was it a lekythos ?) at some

one, and that he had retaliated by dexterously casting a slur

upon his (Borefoot's) parentage. "Go to Adelphi!" was the only really bad

language that he could recall as resulting from the success of his unique

"
Venus-throw," and acting on the advice contained in the remark, he

proceeded, unknown to his supposed parents, and without even the

customary support of a sumpter-ass, to call upon the representative of

Apollo at his home address " The Laurels, Adelphi-on-the-Hill."

Passing between the two bronze eagles at the front door (Oedipus

was wrong in thinking they were a pair of lecterns) he rang the bell and

was waited on by one of Apollo's handmaidens, or Cottage Paeanettes,

who shewed him into the first class waiting room arid asked if he had

made an appointment with the priestess, as otherwise he might be kept

perhaps a week or two, the suppliants being already several rows deep,

and very eager for the tripod-lists.

Stress of work too had rather thrown the priestess out of time and

temper ;
she had been obliged to fall back upon an old stock of ambiguous
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platitudes, with the result that her answers to queries had lately been

terribly confused. A lady, for instance, who had asked her what love-

potion she could recommend her betrothed to take with his lunch, was

told that,
" Of animals the Elephant is at once the largest and most

nutricious
;

"
the editor of a coloured print who was anxious to consult

her on the law of libel had to be content with the answer that, "Those

who came to scoff remained to pay ;" while a navvy who wanted advice

about going on strike had been advised to
"
Call a spade a shovel, and

Hop Bitters the only thing for the bands and complexion."

But Oedipus knew the story of Danae as he knew all his Dr.

Smythology ;
and being a man of considerable talents he slipped a gold

one into the girl's supine palm with a request that she would present

his visiting-tablet to the priestess without delay. It bore the modest

superscription

OEDIPUS.

Palais Royal, Corinth.

and on the back he wrote with his graphostilus,
"
Kindly reply by bearer

whether I am the son of my father, and if not, why am I what relation,

if any, to whom?" The answer was evasive, but quite blunt, "The

compliments of the priestess, and you are expected to remove your male-

parent from the upper atmosphere, and enter into a mesalliance with
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said deceased father's wife." "And I was to say, Sir," added the girl,

"
that if you care to do a little business on the matter, the priestess

would be happy to oblige you with any reasonable odds on the double

event." The prince mechanically took a note of five to one in his pocket

book.

Some people would have been surprised and pained at such an

oracle
;
not so Oedipus. It was a large order, of course

;
but then he

was the child of oracles, and, like Brer Rabbit in the Briar-patch, felt

himself to the manner born and bred. With true histrionic instinct he

saw that the part he had to play would be practically that of the King in

Hamlet, and that a little experience from the- life might be the making

of his professional career on the tragic boards.

But, after all, Borefoot had some filial affection in his nature
;
and

though it was his obvious duty to return at once to Corinth, annihilate

Polypus, and ally himself to the dowager queen thus assisting, accord-

ing to his lights, in the solution of his destiny yet with natural

weakness he succumbed to his humaner instincts, combined, it must be

owned, with that fatal dread of public opinion which has proved the

ruin of so many noble minds, and, setting his face away from Corinth,

he took the turnpike road for Thebes.

And here let us learn a few ethical lessons of the deepest import.

Piety begins at home. Do the duty that lies nearest to your

door. It is useless, besides being rude, to fly in the face of your destiny.

Necessity, like many a young barrister, knows no law.

If Borefoot had only followed the dictation of his conscience, spelling
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it out to the best of his ability ;
had he in fact displayed, as the pro-

vincial papers put it, le courage de ses opinions, he might have

defeated his own destiny, and winged the dusky bird with an arrow of

its own feather. But then again it may be said that a man cannot avoid

the inevitable, or, if he can, then it never was the inevitable. So that

we find ourselves driven into a blind alley a blind Ally Sloper, one is

tempted coarsely enough to add, in anticipating the painful end of

Borefoot's career.

But we all know, and the ancient drama exists to prove it, that

destiny is a serins, if not an ocius, matter; and the man that flees

from it only finds a lion in his path, perhaps even a winged lion

with the face of a maiden. In that case he will be quite right in

calling it a Sphinx.

Thus Borefoot turned his back on Corinth, determined, as he put it,

to inhabit that town at a distance (fjLaicpav aTroi/celv rrjv KopivOov), a

paradox rather like the Oxford idea of having a College for Non-

Collegiate students, with a suitable motto of

"When unattached attached the most."
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CHAPTER IX.

"And they buried him at four cross-roads

With a stake in his inside."

Benjamin Battle.

once more Oedipus was thrown upon the wide, wide world.

Since the last occasion of course his weight had gone up, and

now there was no O. T. or 0. C. to undertake the transport of

him. No man cares to look, says the poet, into the wallet that hangs

at his back. Oedipus was no exception to this rule
;
he had no wallet.

Reversing the popular order of things, he was passing from prince to

pauper, from White House, in a word, to Log Cabin. To be sure he

had the three-card trick to fall back upon, and his practice at the Pan-

crack'ern had qualified him in a measure for the pursuit of highway

robbery with violence, but his only weapon was the trusty alpenstock

engraven with the names of Mount Criterion, along with Pelion, Ossa,

Olympus, and many other prodigious heights which he had never even

thought of ascending.

Fortune, however, favoured the young adventurer, and afforded him

the diversion of a common street-row. This happened near a spot

called the "
Ramifications," where four roads came to a common centre,

or Phokis. Here he met a party of one tourist, consisting of a respect-

able old man in a pair-horse fly ; the cabman was walking the animals
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uphill ;
in front was a sort of outwalk er, or gentleman-usher with a rod,

while a couple of scouts in the rear completed the retinue.

The road, we are told, was steep and narrow, and as Oedipus came

swinging down the hill with a uniformly increasing velocity, it was a

question as to who should turn out into the ditch. Quick as thought

Oedipus had made up his mind
;
whoever took the ditch it should not

be himself. Parched with the dust of the road, he thirsted for blood,

and only the clerical appearance of the herald saved him from the

impotent fury of Borefoot. It was the driver, however (we are now

following the narrative as contained in Borefoot's report, possibly a

prejudiced one), that opened hostilities by giving Oedipus a rude push ;

the latter responded with a dexterous blow upon the man's apex,

hurting him severely ; upon which the grand old tourist brandished his

umbrella arid broke two of its ribs across the hero's crown.

Ov
JJLYJV larfv y e-ricrev that is to say, the old man was more than repaid

for his exertions by receiving such a coup-de-grace (vulg. a grasser) that

he entirely mislaid his balance, and was compelled to measure his length

with rough accuracy along the bed of the ditch. Responding to loud

cries of SeOpo, SeOpo, (3or)0iT, the others joined issue, the odds being,

curiously enough, just those which Oedipus had lately arranged with

the Priestess about the double event, namely, 5 to 1.

The scrimmage which ensued defies description. That is why I

wanted to leave it to my artist, especially as the only two persons who

attempted to describe it subsequently seem to have grossly misrepre-

sented the facts, Oedipus asseverating that he killed the lot (/crewo) Se
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70U? jfvjjiTravTas, as he put it, with equal modesty and conciseness),

while the single survivor on the other side took his solemn oath to it

that the tourist party had been waylaid by a band of sturdy brigands,

Avho overcame them by sheer force of numbers. When doctors disagree

heaven help the sufferer; and in face of the conflicting reports of those

two eye-witnesses, I am bound to acknowledge honestly the diffidence one

feels as a conscientious historian.

The artist, too, naturally finds great difficulty in realising a scene in

which he is asked impartially to represent the solitary Oedipus disguised

as a band of brigands annihilating single-handed the whole of the

opposite side, including the only survivor. In a Pryor publication he

has treated the subject eclectically by the adoption of what is most

probable in either narrative. But since then he has conceived the

possible explanation that the sole survivor, in his eagerness to take a set

of photographic views of the various stages of the fight, accidentally, under

stress of excitement, exposed the same plate every time, and this certainly

furnishes a satisfactory solution of the theory of a band of brigands.

As for the other difficulty, the survivor probably used his
" instantaneous

drop
"
to get away without attracting Boretbot's attention.

Agreed, then, that when the fight was over, and Oedipus had had

time to pause and reflect, there were at least four exanimated corpses

lying about the road to testify to the severity of the fray; while only

two small rents in the hero's scalp recorded the impact of the umbrella-

ribs
;
the result of the match, in fact, being four ghouls and a disputed

one (the survivor) to a couple of minor points.

6
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The winning side now felt tlmt he had earned an honest meal,

and accordingly, after tethering the horses to the nearest telegraph-post,

and burying the bodies at the neighbouring four cross-roads (making

just one cross-road apiece), he broke his fast over the contents of a

hamper which the forethought of the tourist had attached to the

carriage-springs; and when the prince finally mounted the vehicle,

turned the nags, and, putting on the brake-neck, gave them their heads

down hill, he was a new man again. He had done red-handed work
;

had, in fact,
"
crossed the Rubicund," and, like the great J. Caesar,

guessed that glory was before him.

base of Pompey's statue ! halls of Cadmus echoing to the cries

of torture self-inflicted ! But for we forget ourselves. Let us rather

return to the deceased tourist and the surviving scout. Who was the

one ? and then again, who was the other ? In the interests of dramatic

art it is best that these secrets should at present be withheld from the

curious reader; best that he should not yet learn that the one was

Borefoot's royal sire, out on a visit to the gaming-tripods of Adelphi ;

that the other was the good old trusted Theban goat-herd of Criterion,

prime pedagogue of Borefoot's babyhood.

When the facts come out not now, of course it may appear almost

incredible that the 0. T. could possibly have recognised in his powerful

assailant the adult outgrowth of that shapeless infant whom he had last

seen muling and puking in the O. C.'s market-basket.

The difficulty is only apparent. As the prince drove merrily down
the hill, carolling snatches of a well-known air, and lying loosely on the
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box-seat with his feet over the dash-board, he had not troubled to notice

the battered form of an old false-bearded man who crouched trembling

behind a hedge, conscious of presenting a pitiful exception to the rule

of the survival of the fittest. But in the flash of that moment, as the

fly flew past on its wild career, the old, old scout caught sight of a

certain strawberry mark, long ago imprinted upon the recording tablets

of his memory, and recognised the melody himself had improvised, with

the words of the singer's own story as he casually narrated how

" His pebble-hearted Pa,

In conjunction with his Ma,

Took his little feet and prick'd 'em,

Leaving him a hopeless victim

To the common mountain bear,

And the usual missing-lynx."

The Leit-motiv.

With these words the brief comet-opera shot by into space, and far

down in hollow glades the echoes failed at the second line of that rare

refrain

"So it's hey diddle diddle!

Skewered through the middle!"

and left the obvious conclusion to
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CHAPTER X.

< Fol de rol de riddle !

Sphinx !

"
(
Vide et sup. et inf. pass.)

(HE report (^r/firj,
a very rapid process) soon spread in Thebes

that Laius had " met with foul play." At first it was under-

stood by this that he had been badly cheated at the gaming

tables of Adelphi, and Creon said something in a sarcastic way about

"when Greek meets Greek"; but a more sinister interpretation was put

upon the rumour when, a little later, the horses belonging to the king's

four-wheeler sauntered sadly into the market-place with nothing left of

the vehicle but one back-spring and the box-seat. Their appearance of

dejection was very striking; in the opinion of some it pointed to a

fidelity almost human; others said that it was a sign of complicity in

the matter of the king's disappearance. Partisans of the former view

loudly demanded their apotheosis, proposing to let them run the sun's

chariot on alternate days; those of the latter clamoured for their imme-

diate extinction
;
but a happy compromise was finally effected, by which

they were to be ostracised (pev) with (8e) a retiring pension.

Meanwhile, what of Borefoot? Fortunately for him he had been

severely thrown, with the greater part of the vehicle, at the first sharp

corner, and had never come up with the horses again. Otherwise he

would have made a very notable picture, riding in with his customary
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air of innocence, perhaps on the back-spring, right into the very heart

of his victim's stronghold.

It would have required all Borefoot's eloquence and address (which,

as we are aware, had once been "
Palais Royal, Corinth

"
but now was not)

to account satisfactorily for a situation so strangely suspicious ;
the mob

would never have lent him their ears (mobs so seldom lend anything) ;
it

is conceivable that he might have been torn in twain, if not more;

certainly many persons would have thrown stones at him, and some of

them (a contemptible minority) might have actually hit him. But, like

the question of Alfred the Great's probable views on the modern Irish

policy, it is too late to think of this now
; besides, such an event would

have been () the ruin of his biography, (6) a case of direct Nemesis,

which is against the rules of the game in Tragedy, where Nemesis is

nothing if not unpunctual, and ought, strictly speaking, to have a

game leg.

As it was, Oedipus did not arrive till later on, and by that time the

fickle burgesses had forgotten the late king's disappearance. A placard,

it is true, had been composed to the following effect :

LOST !

A respectably-dressed and gentlemanly-looking

KING,

answering clearly and distinctly to the NAME of

LAIUS,

Quiet, to ride and drive ;

Last seen doing the latter in a pair-horse fly

ON THE MAIN ADELPHI ROAD,

Along with suite of same, four in number (driver included).
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WHOEVER,
FINDING above KING, or any PORTION of him,

Will return the same POST-FBEE to

IOCASTA

(Wife or late wife of above, AS CASE MAY BE)

Without unnecessary delay in transmission,

WILL EECEIVE ABOVE EEWARD
;

OTHERWISE NO T.

But this notice, good enough in its way, was never issued, for before

they could decide on what the ABOVE BEWARD should be, whether

talent, talent-and-a-half, or two talents, they forgot all about it (e\a6ov

avrovs escaped their own notice, as the phrase happily put it) in the

excitement caused by the arrival of an epidemic of a very drastic and

interesting description. It was at once more romantic than the measles

and more murderous than the mumps. It was indeed nothing short of

an aggravated form of the painful disease known to science as "the

Sphinks." It attacked the whole city and decimated it
;
that is to say,

only nine men out of every ten were left to tell the tale, and even then

there was no one to tell it fresh to.

The symptoms were as follows : a monster of ingenious construction,

possessing at once the strength of a lion, the speed of an eagle, and the

fascination of a maiden of five-and-forty summers, had appeared in one

of the picturesque suburbs of Thebes. Every day at advertised hours it

took up its position (couchant, as a rule) upon a rather inaccessible

rock, terminating in a shockingly rude and abrupt precipice, with a

drop sufficient to admit of instant, if not painless, demise.
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From this commanding position the monster would regularly pro-

pound a conundrum or rebus (rebus in arduis, as the wags called it)

of which the argument was quite unanswerable. An answer, however, was

politely but firmly demanded R. S. (in fact) V. P.
;
and every day a

notice was issued containing a, compulsory list of candidates, headed by

these four magic letters, and concluding with the customary

GIVE IT UP ? GIVE IT UP ? GIVE IT UP !

the first two being queries, the last an imperative. A foot-note added

the injunction that candidates should be attired in their Sunday-best

vestito decentemente, as the Pope put it, on the occasion of his Jubilee.

The monster's hours were daily from 12 to 2, and on Saturdays 3 to 5

for the convenience of artisans.

Now, it is a recognised fact that people never do guess a riddle
;

it

is not expected of them
;
least of all could an answer be looked for from

Thebans, who, though they had wranglers among them (as was proved

in the case of the " seven wise men versus Thebes "), were, as members

of the Boeotian race, distinguished for the conquering dulness of their

reasoning faculties.

As each candidate presented himself the monster "put the previous

question
"
and floored him

;
some she reduced to a perfect jelly, others

(in sporting phrase) would have their juice cooked, while others yet

she made game of, thus filling up a very varied and masterly menu,

which often found her fairly sated long before the last course. When-

ever her good taste told her she had had enough she would adopt the
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tactics of a revolving urn, and cast lots and lots over the beetling brow

of the precipice. Among the competitors there was a marked preference

for this form of execution, offering, as it did, the prospect of sepulture, a

ceremony to the Greek mind (v. Ajax) dearer than life itself. The

bodies were of course collected under a truce, and in the evening there

would be fireworks, and a funeral oration concluding with the popular

and apposite dirge :

"
Wrap me up in my Tarpeian jacket,

And say a poor buffer lies low j

Though what he has done to deserve it

The gods up aloft only know."

These, then, were in brief the salient features of the epidemic known

as "the Sphinks." Of course there is nothing quite like it at the present

day, except perhaps the thing on Temple Bar. But it must be remem-

bered that medical science has latterly made very great strides, and for

the milder forms of this insidious disease homoeopathy has invented a

fairly safe cure, of which we give the following recipe :

Prescription for symptoms of
"
the Sphinks"

For every riddle asked, ask one back (if this is inconvenient at the moment, say,
"
I

owe you one !

"
or

" Two with you !

"
and keep your promise) ;

mix spice, with just a

dash of rue, or perhaps a blighted pansy (that 's for repartee) ; stir briskly and leave to

simmer.

But though we may feel a kind of shy wonder in reading the story

of the strange behaviour of this variegated beast, to the Greek, "with his

plastic tendencies," the whole thing was at once simple and consistent.
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What could be more natural (we imagine them to say) than for an

interesting and finely-organised creature like this to come and roost on

a rock, and recite a quite easy riddle, and expect people to leave their

homes and swarm up the hill-side, and take a shot at the thing and

miss it, and then for the menagerie to shove them over the precipice or

eat them raw ?

As has been well said, your Occidental nations have sacrificed

imagination on the altar of an abnormally sensitive veracity. They

managed these things better over there. A Theban would never think

of questioning the naturalness of the arrangement; he would only be

sorry, of course, that his particular neighbourhood should have been

selected for the show. And here comes in the consideration why

Thebes ? Why Thebes rather than, say, the neighbourhood of the

Pyramids, where the people had always been so much at home with

this class of phenomenon ? Could it have been a mere clerical or

geographical error- an ignorant confusion of Boeotian Thebes with the

Egyptian town of the same name ? Perish the doubt ! such painful

questionings find utterance only in the scoff of scepticism, the ribald

banter of the rationalist ! A little story I need hardly say a true one

will clear up the difficulty, and afford sufficient explanation of the

choice of Boeotian Thebes as the scene of our heroine's debut ; that

heroine with whom we associate the imperishable couplet

" Two and three and four feet,

Weakest when it's more feet."
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CHAPTER XL

For they lie beside their nectar, and the bolts are hurled

Far below them in the valleys."
The Bloater-Eaters.

JOR a moment let the scene be changed to the unseen
; shifted,

in fact, from Thebes to where the gods sit and laugh com-

posedly above the thunder in the charmed circles of Olympus.

Thus far I have not alluded to the laxity of the tenets held by Zeus

on the subject of polygamy. Perhaps one ought not to judge him

harshly, but he certainly had a "
tincture of the Semitic

"
in his nature,

possibly inherited from his father, and therefore Cronic.

Now, the Jady-wife of Zeus was one Hera. She had married him as

being the only member of the Olympic staff whose pedigree was a

match for hers; indeed he was her brother to begin with, and so by

their marriage she became her own sister-in-law, with the prospect of

being at once a mother and an aunt.

To escape the untiring vigilance of his wife's eye, Zeus had often to

assume a fancy costume when he went about, disguising himself as a

swan or a bull, or indeed anything innocent and attractive. Once he

fell in love with a mortal maiden of Thebes called Simile. The story

goes that he disguised himself as a Metaphor, and so won her simple

affections; but even thus he failed to escape the notice of Hera, who
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borrowed one of his private thunderbolts and set the lady on fire
;

foolishly enough, as this only called people's attention to the fact that

she was one of the god's flames. But other vengeance was in store,

vengeance for the guileless town in which the lady
" took the liberty to

reside
"

;
for Hera never minced matters, like Tantalus when he served

up young Pelops as an entree at the mess of the Immortals.

One evening, when Ganymede was locking up the nectar for the

night, and the gentlemen had gone to join the goddesses, an idea

occurred to Poseidon, who was First Lord of the Admiralty, and not

nearly so sea-green as he is generally painted, that they should all join

in the innocent game of Heads-Bodies-and-Legs, which you play like

"
Consequences," only with pictures.

All assented readily, especially the God of the Winds, who was

naturally a great draughtsman. Each god of course drew the kind of

figure he knew most about. Athene sketched her own maiden face in a

looking glass, turned the paper down and passed it to Zeus. Zeus put

in an eagle's body and wings, making his own private bird do duty as

model, turned the paper down and passed it to Heracles. Heracles

sketched in a lion's back-legs and tail as well as he could from his own

undress costume of a lion's skin
;
but he made rather a clumsy artist,

and as he himself said, felt more at home with a club than with a

pencil, and would sooner have had to scour another set of Augean

stables than learn the use of an india-rubber. On the paper being

opened the result of the combined drawings was found to bs a little

crude and archaic
;
and Heracles had not improved matters by making
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Art in Olympus. The " Heads-Bodies-and-Legs
" (?ame (p. 51).
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four great smudges and putting on the legs and tail in quite the wrong

place. However the general effect was very striking, and the company

delared that it took the first prize; though Artemis, Demeter, and

Poseidon made a good second with a figure consisting of the head of a

roe-doe, the body of a pomegranate, and the tail of a sea-serpent.

Of course all this child's play may seem beside the mark, as Apollo

said when he twanged his silver bow and missed the bull'sreye ; (talking

of bull's-eyes, by the way, we are reminded of the nickname of fioSnns,

given to Hera by her many admirers) ;
and I should not have referred

to so trivial an occurrence if it had not been that the Queen of Heaven

took quite a fancy to the first of these medley figures, and, flashing upon

it the bull's-eye to which I have referred, she read in each separate type

a meaning of great moral depth, and determined to have a combination

figure made like it fair, fleet, and fierce
; wild, winged and winsome

;

swift, sweet, and strong; with its eagle's wings it should fly, with its

woman's mouth it should ask enigmas, and with its lion's legs it should

rend and ruin. Sphinx should be its name, Sphinx its nature, and

Thebes its destination. No sooner conceived than executed, and so we

have the simple latch-key to the whole mystery.
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CHAPTER XII.

"That were a medley." The Baron's Princess.

that we have explained the Origin of this Species, the

Descent of Man, systematic and precipitous, follows naturally

enough through the medium of certain interesting Evolutions.

Of course no one was more surprised at first than the Sphinx herself
;

composed of such conflicting elements, she more than once muddled her

make-up in the morning, for she persisted in taking herself to pieces

every evening after the day's work. On one occasion during the first

week she appeared at the rock with a lion's head disfigured by an eagle's

beak, a pair of nice white arms, a nondescript body half feathers, and a

bird's tail appearing under a long Doric tunic for ladies only. The

consequence was that she got to the place late because she had no

wings ;
could not say the riddle distinctly because she had to roar, and

the beak got in her way; and when the more courteous candidates

affected to understand what she said and "
give it up," she had no claws

to destroy them with, or strength to push them over the edge. But

after a little practice she made no bad mistake in her toilette, and her

tout-ensemble got to be quite unexceptionable.

So much, then, by way of apology for the Sphinx. The idea, as we

see, was not her own, nor did she choose Thebes because she knew that

Boeotia was the only country where the people could be beaten by so
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easy a riddle; her mission was really a very unpleasant one, but she

discharged it conscientiously, and her gloomy end (for we shall soon

come to that) only testified to the strong sense of duty which animated

her actions.

I have felt also that we have no right to take these fanciful

products of creative art in that calm, unenquiring spirit with which the

ordinary student of Greek mythology is content to accept just any

monstrosity of the kind as the most natural thing in the world.

To the heavenly beings themselves, who, it must not be forgotten,

were a highly-educated and refined class, the impossibly ridiculous side

of these things was always most patent. This fact, among others, will

help to account for that inextinguishable laughter which gave to the

halls of Olympus the reputation of being so gay a resort
;
and in this

particular case I have shewn that it is possible to trace back the whole

episode to a mere after-dinner frolic.

What seems the serious side of it the jealousy and the revenge,

this only seems. As a matter of fact the Queen and her husband

understood one another perfectly well
;
each indulged the other's foibles

and fancies with god-like dignity and generosity ;
but life in Olympus

tended at times to boredom; there is satiety in nectar, and even

ambrosia may become a weariness
;
hence the little harmless badinage

of feigned jealousy, this affectation of revenge which lent a piquant zest

to existence, and served at the same time which was perhaps the most

amusing touch of all to render still more fanciful and false the popular

beliefs about the manners and deportment of the Blessed Gods.
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CHAPTER XIII.

" The bodies and the bones of those

Who strove in other days to pass

Are withered in their Sunday clothes

Or scattered bleaching on the grass."

The Baron's Sleeping Beauty.

ELL, when Oedipus arrived, he found the Thebans simply

riddled with shots at this thing :

"Two and three and four feet,

Weakest when it's more feet.

Give it up? Give it up
1

? Give it up!"

Most of the shots went very wide, especially as no one was allowed

more than a trial shot, and it was very difficult even to find the range,

as the Cambridge freshman remarked when he made an excursion to

the Gog-Magog chain of hills. Rifle veterans were understood to say

that they would sooner tackle a Running Deer than a Stationary Sphinx,

and though locasta offered a Queen's Prize, consisting of a silver belt,

together with her own widowed hand in wedlock, no one was found, as

the phrase is, to
" take the cake," or, in other words, secure the Sultana.

Not that Thebes was void of sportsmen of a kind
;
but covert-shooting

is one thing and a wild-goose-chase is quite another game ;
and you may

stalk a red stag keenly enough, but never get within a day's drive of a

"
bright idea." One or two people had gone pretty close to the all-butt

;

and the man who contended in his answer that a churchwarden-pipe
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was all right if it was only two feet long, but brittle at three, and

bound to break at four, gave the Sphinx such a turn that she ate him

whole to avoid further complications.

How the riddle might easily have been solved. Design illustrating from

girl-graduate's point of view the advantage to be gained from admission of

women to examinations.
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But now that Oedipus had arrived with his two-foot-bore, there was

some hope of a favourable bulletin. Of course he had been arrested at

the town gates, and put on the competitors' list for the ensuing day ;
all

strangers were stopped in this manner, on the off-chance of their being

Orientals with a native aptitude for interpretation; besides, being

foreigners, they really never would be missed.

And so this was Borefoot's return to his native land; the home-

coming of the prodigal that had left his mother's tunic-strings while his

character was still so grotesquely unripe ;
and now he was to have no

welcome but a stiff and formal banquet, with an over-fed Sphinx in the

chair, and himself in the inferior rdle of fatted calf. Down, then, on

the morrow's list he went with twelve others, or, as the expression goes,

himself the thirteenth an unlucky number, too.

After a good night's rest and a hearty late breakfast (criminals, they

say, always eat heartily, & la carte blanche, on the morning of their

execution), Oedipus repaired to the rock with the happy confidence of a

man who is either to defeat destiny by his own death or die in despite

of his own destiny. He was, in fact, almost on the horns of a digamma.

A man who is born to be hanged can afford, we are told, to brave the

open main fearlessly in a nutmeg-grater ;
and if again your destiny is

to die by drowning, there is practically no limit to the high-(and-dry)

old time you may have ashore. Just so with Oedipus ;
he knew that

Nemesis was the mother of Invention, and he was really rather anxious

to see how his destiny would get out of the approaching difficulty. We
have already spoken of his credulo-sceptic belief in that destiny a trait,
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we take it, of Pan-atheisrn
;
a little more confidence in it and he might

very well have extemporised the following song, by way of keeping his

courage up to the sticking-point, as he proceeded to the fatal trysting-

place of the Gallows-Bird. As it was, however, we have been obliged

to compose it especially for him
;

it is called

THE NAENIA OF NEMESIS.

Great is the wisdom of Nemesis, Nemesis !

All the wide heaven and earth is her premises;

Give her a scent and she's off on the trail,

Adorning a moral and pointing her tail.

Altero pede, she suffers from lameness,

But local defects only add to her gameness;

Nay, when it comes to a question of distance,

Vain is the criminal's dogged resistance;

Vainly they offer each ample invective,

She 's the ideal Olympic detective.

For fleet is Apollo,

And Artemis fleet;

And to see how they follow

The hounds is a treat;

But when they are beaten, and blowing for breath,

She 's in with a rush at the death, at the death !

Great is the wisdom of Nemesis, Nemesis !

All the wide heaven and earth is her premises;

Let her but catch any mortal presumin'

To shew any want of respect for her Hitmen,

Why, one of her nods,

You may ask all the gods,
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Is worth, they admit, forty winks, forty winks

Of a heterogeneous fowl like the Sphinx.

For jealous is Hera,

The "
cow-eyed

"
is keen ;

And mouldy Madeira

Is spice to her spleen.

But let the great Nemesis fix on her prey,

Any other engagement is bound to give way.

The crash of a crisis,

The fate of a king,

The falling of prices,

In fact anything

Will agree in politely assisting to tend

As a means to this ultimate finis or end.

Meanwhile, till the hour of fatality strikes,

"Elect" can behave pretty much as he likes;

May jibe at the gibbet and jest at the block,

For Destiny's darling is .safe as a rock.

Great is the wisdom of Nemesis, Nemesis!

All the wide heaven and earth is her premises;

Give her a scent, and she 's off on the trail,

Adorning a moral and pointing her tail;

And when all the field is a-blowing for breath,

She 's in with a rush at the death, at the death !
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CHAPTER XIV.

"He travels far from other skies,

His mantle glitters on the rocks;

A Fairy-Prince with joyous eyes

And lighter-fingered than the fox."

The Baron, ibid.

LIVED at the scene of carnage, Oedipus, as a matter of

courtesy, just tossed with the twelfth man for last place on

the list. The coin they used had the head of Laius on one

side, and on the reverse the figure of Harmonia, wife of Cadmus, the

founder, seated at an American organ, with this legend ahove,
"
Try our

cocoa-essence," and, below, the popular triplet :

"And none was there

That could compare

With the sons of Harmonee."

They were to toss the best of three, because " sudden death
"
was

considered an ill-omened phrase, so sensitive was the plastic mind of the

Greek. The game was called
" deuce all," and the twelfth man threw

for the "coign of vantage," as the phrase is, while Oedipus rapidly

sneezed twice on the right to avert disaster, so superstitious as well as

sensitive was the character of this intelligent people. The money

rolled close by the Sphinx's front paw; and Oedipus (but I ought

first to say that no sportsman, certainly no Theban sportsman, would
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ever think of saying "Head" or
"
Tail," it was always "Man" or

" Woman ") shouted
" MAN !

"
as loud as he dared.

" What did you say ?
"
cried the Sphinx, in a voice of thunder.

"I beg your pardon, Madam," replied Borefoot, "but I was

addressing
"

"Did I," interrupted the Sphinx, "did I understand you to say

MAN?" and she turned olive green as she spoke, which gave to her

complexion a highly aesthetic and painful appearance.

" Well yes, as a fact, I did," said Oedipus nervously ;

" but if I had

known that there was anything objectionable in the expression
"

"
Objectionable, indeed !

"
broke in the Sphinx,

"
why, I 'm a ruined

woman no, no, I mean bird no, that is to say, compound monst

well, anyhow, I 'm a ruined something. Man 's the ANSWER, and you 've

guessed it, haven't you ?
"

" Me ? no ! er, that is, yes ! oh yes, quite so, of course," stuttered

Oedipus, who really never saw the point till long afterwards, but

had a dim notion that he had accidentally said something smart.

"
Well, it 's very mortifying," said the Sphinx gloomily.

"Certainly, to be sure; it must indeed be most aggravating,"

Oedipus replied, with disinterested gallantry, but still rather in the dark.

"
I suppose I ought to congratulate you ?

"
the Sphinx went on, after

a pause. Everybody wanted to applaud, but there was a murderous

look in the monster's eye which commanded respect.

" Not at all, not at all, if it pains you to do so," was the courteous

reply of Borefoot.
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"
Very well, then/' said the Sphinx,

" with your permission I will

not
; my position under the circumstances is rather painful. You see,

we are as two buckets at the drawing of water, to use a well-worn

expression, if," she added parenthetically,
"
it is decent to jest at such a

juncture ; yours is just now on the rise, while mine is in the descendant
;

it only remains for me, in vulgar parlance, to kick it."

" But is there really nothing we can do for you ?
"
broke in Oedipus,

who could now afford to be generous.

"
Yes, one thing," said the Sphinx,

"
best for you and best for me

;

in the words of that celebrated cynic in the Tale of a Tub, words not

less crude than candid ' Get out of my sunlight !

' And now," she

concluded, breaking into melody like a dying swan, and selecting, by

way of soliloquy, a line from the Lays of Ancient Rome, containing the

rarest combination of humour and pathos,

" ' And now, ray own dear little girl, there is no way but this !

' "

with which she passed from couchant by easy stages to rampant, pawed

the air, rose on her wings, and, with one grand swish of her tail, dropped

like a stone into the void of the ravine.
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CHAPTER XV.

; First Player. But who, who had seen the mobile queen ?

Hamlet. ' The mohile queen
'

?

Polonius. That's good; 'mobile queen' is good."

Bacon's little Ham.

JO once more Oedipus lands on his bore-feet
;
the rapidity with

which he passes from prince to pauper and back again from

tramp to tyrant is almost telegraphic, and compels our

admiration. Never for a moment does he lose sight of his identity ; nor,

as we see, does he touch anything without adorning it.

"Omnis Aristippum decuit color et status et res."

So with Oedipus; and I am sure that no one will grudge him the

sudden triumph which was the natural outcome of a success purely

accidental, any more than one would think of estimating the distinction

of K. G. from a standpoint of merit. To do him justice he claimed no

credit for himself, and was content to dismiss flattery with the modest

retort
"
I was born to rule !

"

Of course there were not wanting those who compared the fairy

prince to well-known heroes of established mythological renown. In

just such a way, they said, had Perseus saved from the marine monster

that interesting maiden Andromeda; some, the more material minds,
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went further, and pointed to the prince's bore-feet as shewing the mark

of those winged sandals with which the hero in the fable was in the

habit of propelling himself through the realms of air. Some again added

that in this comparison locasta stood for Andromeda, but this would

seem unfair upon the latter
;
rather should the nymph of the neighbour-

hood, Thebe, stand vaguely for the rescued beauty ;
not that Oedipus

was proposing to wed the entire district, for, notwithstanding the

proximity of Copa'is, the principles of the Salt Lake Persuasion were

very rightly considered to be part of the prerogative of the Blessed

Gods. No, as a matter of fact, though not, we tiiay suppose, of choice,

he wedded locasta, regarding her as part of the necessary fixtures that

"went with" the throne. And perhaps, to do the lady justice, she

would never have exposed herself to the odium attending those who

illuminate their nuptials with torches snatched from the funeral-pyre,

had not honesty compelled her to fulfil the terms of her advertisement

"
Silver belt together with hand of widowed Queen."

As it was, they were married without any ceremony a serious

omission, as the orthodox said. and by special licence, the recklessness

of which can have been seldom parallelled. locasta, who wore her

own hair with a simple wig covering it, was given away by her brother

Creon, while Oedipus, having, as we know, slain the royal charioteer

with his own hand at the battle of the Four Cross-Roads, had to do

without any groomsman. The notice,
" No cards," disappointed many

who remembered the late king's taste for the green cloth. Of course a

proclamation had to be made, but this was simple enough. The new
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court-herald sounded the fire alarm, and all the people flocked to the

market-place ;
there the fresh king gave out the following notices :

"Le roi est mort: vive le roi!"

" La veuve vive : vive la veuve !

"

Then when "a voice," supposed to proceed from a correspondent repre-

senting the
" New Journalism," exclaimed " Vive 1'etat," the king happily

improvised the following couplet in reply :

" L'etat c'est moi,

Vivent tous les trois !

"

This, with the Sphinx episode, established the king's reputation : the

single success might have been accidental, but not both. Upon this

reputation Borefoot subsisted royally ;
indeed we have no record of his

having executed any further jest till some sixteen years afterwards, when

he called Teiresias a blind seer.

Of course the popularity of Oedipus knew no bounds, or at least

hardly any. Fanatics, who recognised in their own fellow-Thebans the

remnant of the Ten Lost Tribes, spoke confidently of a second Moses come

to judgment. A panegyric on the hero, representing him as descended

from most of the heroes of romance, and connected with all the best

ambrosial families, was published in hopelessly blank verse by a native

light calling himself Pindar, who, it will be seen was, like so many of the

moderns, far in advance of his age. It appeared in the poet's corner of a

weekly print entitled
" Ancient Society," whose editor, a man of rather

sycophanto-dico-talaiporic habits, we have to thank for the above dialogue
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between the Sphinx and Oedipus, which, through unavoidable absence,

he had been compelled to compose out of what he was pleased to

describe as his inner conscientiousness.

It should be added that the special licence taken out by the

king did not lack the imitation of flattery. Special licence, and liberty

generally, was at once assumed by the Brazen Band of Bacchantes, who

played extravaganzas all day for more than a week on the surrounding

hills, giving themselves, as well as others, the most excruciating airs,

and drinking from time to time very immoderately.

In the midst of the general jollity no one noticed a battered old

Therapon (or Herdsman) who stole to the queen's presence, clasped her

knees in the usual way, and begged permission to return to his old

sheep-run on Criterion. The queen, who had no idea that he had ever

left it, granted his request with the greatest ease. Then he passed

forth through the giddy heedless host of holiday-makers away to the

pastures and the pan-pipes of his youth. None guessed that behind the

homely exterior of that smock-turtle-frock crouched a conscience seared

by the secret of a brace of crimes, and technically speaking, cognisant

during and after the event.

But where there is such a very great deal to surprise us in this almost

incredible history the appalling apathy of the Thebans about the fate

of the previous king; the supineness, almost Gallic, of the detective

force; the precocious credulity with which the populace anointed

Oedipus without a character from the last place, or so much as a birth-

certificate our wonder is not so much that the 0. T. (for it was none
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other than he) behaved in the way he did, as that he managed to

behave at all. If he could only by hook or at least by crook (being a

shepherd) have kept to his pastures for the future, and not have left

them later on for a paltry engagement on the boards as
" Herdsman "

quite a low class of Messenger, or, as I said, a sort of wrecked-angle ;
if

he had only remembered that Horatian motto, so sure a safeguard

against a case of breach of promise,
" Let every suitor stick to his last

(or last but one) !

"
ne sutor, to be precise, ultra crepidam the whole

case for the plaintiff (Government represented by Nemesis) in the

ensuing plot, hanging as it did on his sole testimony, would have

collapsed, and Borefoot been "happy ever afterwards."

However, every three angles of a triangle are equal to two right

angles, and, I suppose, one wrong one ;
let us give the O. T. the benefit

of the doubt, arid generously account by this fixed principle for his

subsequent aberrations. So far, of course, he had been behind the

scenes, but had never actually trodden the boards
; never, in fact, like

Mr. Holmes' Huma-bird, been elsewhere than on " the wings," so that

the temptation for an old man and an amateur was very great.
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CHAPTER XVI.

"First Gent. Sirrah! A plague upon thy knee-joints!"
Second Gent. Marry, fellow! and a murrain be upon thy calves!"

Table- Talk of Celebrities.

|ND so they two were wed, as the books say, thinking by such

an expression to disarm further curiosity. But the student

of nature is well aware that it is from this point in his career

that a man's troubles and, by consequence, our sympathies for him, do

proceed to begin. Of course it was no marriage a la mode ; a man

cannot ally himself with his deceased father's wife without complicating

relationships, and he must cheerfully expect his own children to be

half-brothers and sisters to himself. Four such children indeed were

born to Oedipus two half-brothers and two half-sisters. In locasta,

these children naturally had both a mother and a grandmother; and,

bound to one another unconsciously by these double links, they became

a singularly united family.

Carelessly the years passed for Borefoot (the seasons revolving as

before), and lightly did he shake his sceptre in derision at Destiny. At

least this is the common idea
;
and it would indeed be painful to enter-

tain the suspicion that he was not actually so innocent of certain glaring

facts in his past history as a generous public would fain believe. Of

course, if he was really what is known as
" conscious

"
all the while, he
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must really have been a consummate actor; and the first-night critics

have contradictory views upon this question.

But be that as it may, life went very pleasantly for him
;

the

rechauffes dishes left over from the demise of Laius were soon finished

off, the memory of him being posted (by the new Government

system) as a "
parcel of the dreadful past

"
;
and no one unless it was

the next of kin, Creon grudged Boretbot his happiness when the queen

gave herself heirs on the birth of her two sons.

As for the people, they showered titles of affectionate homage upon

their favourite
;
but none were so dear to him as the honorary degrees of

"pius" and "pater." .People, as I have said, did not take the trouble to

enquire into the details of his past any more than they had thought of

investigating the antecedents of the Sphinx. Whatever was, was no

doubt right; nay, upon what other plea could the Blessed Gods them-

selves claim the privilege of unlimited existence ? If once a man

began to enquire into things, who could tell but what the previous

career of Zeus alone could furnish scandal enough to warrant the pro-

duction of several entirely fresh society journals ?

So Borefoot was asked no questions ;
whether imperfect or perfect, or

for that matter pluperfect, his praeterita were allowed to remain an

unparsed mystery. At any rate his mood was satisfactory, and his voice

active in the cause of law and order. Indeed, he established some

much-needed reforms, notably among the votaries of Evoe. He

discouraged the promiscuous attendance of members of the two

sexes at Bacchic picnics: "Let the ladies," he remarked citing with
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facetious inaccuracy those caustic words of the genial satirist
" Let

the ladies
"
Unprofaned by grasp of man

Speed their simple orgie-porgies,

Merope and Mary Ann !

"

Let them, in fact, see to it that the subject of Women's Rites be

The Three Graces of the Senate; Hucchantes of Arts, on their icay to

Women's Rites Meeting.
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veiled in awful and obscure secrecy. On these conditions only were

they to be allowed the degree of Bacchante of Arts, advancing in due

course to Maenad of the same
;
results to be awarded in the subjects of

Callisthenics, Kidnapping, and the Highland Fling, on examination

to be held ev KiOaipwvos Trru^at? (the word 7rnr\m? being intended, so

the scholiasts say, as an euphemistic rendering of
" Hollow-way's ").

This decree satisfied a loud demand, daily growing crescendo, and

gave a very pure pleasure to those examiners who had hitherto found no

mental satisfaction in ploughing female candidates when it made no

earthly difference to them
;
while others, who on the ground of irre-

sponsibility had given them purely fanciful places in the lists, began

now to reflect seriously upon the immorality of such a course.

Other obvious reforms this able king brought about, such as

(1) Reduction in the death-rate
;

(2) Compulsory education for the Upper Classes
;

(3) Sunday cloture for Public Houses
;

(4) Abolition of "bull" and "bear" baiting on the Stock Exchange;

(5) The introduction of the "
happy medium "

into all questions of

psychical research
;

(6) Readjustment of game-laws on a new system of Pheasant-

proprietorship ;

besides many other humane schemes such as naturally commend them-

selves to the intelligence of junior optimists.

And so the country careered along down the ringing grooves of

change with the regularity and ease of a tram-car. Since the attack of
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the Sphinks they had had no serious epidemic except chilblains and

a murrain upon beetles; the people grew and multiplied upon prin-

ciples of geometrical progression, and the land which had before

brought forth bread and cheese now literally flowed with beer and

skittles.

For all this the government, as is usual, received the credit, and

Borefoot had good reason to be justly proud of his regime. But Fortune

is a vagrant wench, without a fixed address
;
and one fine day I think

it was fine she dropped the king a fascinating courtesy and was gone.

When poverty comes in at the door, love, as everybody knows, flies out

of the window, like the clown with the policeman in the pulcinello

business. It was practically the same thing here, only Fortune was

more discreet in the manner of her exit, and quietly eloping in Creou's

carriage, as that prince returned one afternoon from the levee, she

established herself in the immediate neighbourhood of the scene of her

earlier triumphs.

Meanwhile, her place at the palace was taken by a lean and

wizened hag, with a strictly forbidding aspect, sunken jaws, hollow

eyes, toothless gums, and, in a word, all the recognised properties of

a regulation sorceress.

" Who the plague are you ?
"

said Borefoot in the brusque language

of his forgetful moments.

" Your conjecture is accurate
;

I am the PLAGUE," replied the hag,

thus simplifying matters by furnishing the key to this transient allegory.

"
My other two sisters, Pestilence and Famine, known familiarly as

10
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'Foot-and-mouth' and 'Hand-to-mouth/ are at present camping out

upon a blasted heath, just exactly as they do in Macbeth. I have come

to report myself at head-quarters, after which it is proposed that ' we

three' should meet again in the manner generally accepted by the pro-

fession." Then shaking with laughter till she rattled like a dice-box,

she concluded with the usual three low whistles and the obvious

quotation :

" The game is done ;

I've won, I've won!"

CHAPTER XVII.

"The play's the thing

Wherein (if anj'where) I'll catch the conscience of the king."

Little Ham,
And Ms Cryptogram.

|UT here I must cry Selah ! or words to that effect. I shall

not ask the reader to follow me through the painful and

paralysing scenes of the ensuing chapter of Theban history ;

it would be impertinent to do so, for I am not going myself. It is only

fair, however, to say that, as far as the genuineness of the pestilence is

concerned, there seems to have been nothing to complain of; but want

of personal experience would compel me to fall back upon recognised

authorities for my details, and the accounts of all the best plagues have

a certain uniformity about them which is rather dispiriting. For the
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character of this particular plague (which, as I say, was a thoroughly

genuine thing) I am allowed to give references to the authors of

Rienzi, the Second Book of Thucydides, and other standard works of

historical romance
; knowing well that the man who consults references,

except under compulsion, has yet to be born.

But apart from the gruesome attractiveness of its details (and are

not all details of the kind written in the chronicles of the Tell-Tale

Gazette?), this popular plague has a melancholy interest for us, as

marking the link between the historical and dramatic periods of

Borefoot's biography. Perhaps it is best to regard his life as sharply

divided into two parts in such a way that the wrecked angle contained

by those two parts, and especially the latter, is equal .to any other

known combination
; such, for instance, as a parallelo-biped or even a

flying trapezium.

And if we devote very much less space to this period than to what

has gone before, our defence is (1) that in actual extent the play only

embraces some few hours, and (2) that the daily press has already

furnished us with a sufficient precedent for this manner of proportioning

things. Those who had the curiosity to read its views upon the play of

Oedipus the Wreck may have been surprised to find about the first

two-thirds of every critique devoted to an explanation of the facts of

Borefoot's previous career. No doubt this is due to the difficulties

attending rapid publication. So have we all observed that when any

notorious character dies, even though it is pretty late at night, his

biography will appear at full length in the morning edition, the
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narrative of his life being no doubt kept in an advanced stage of

decomposition awaiting his demise.

In the same way, of course, the career of Oedipus had been already

written up, and possibly even possessed of a printer's devil
;
while the

wreck of him though it formed, like the celebrity's death, the original

excuse for his biography was added only as an accidental postscript.

Unfortunately it was the wreck that for the time we were most interested

in
;
the wreck and the manner of the handling of it

;
the rest

"
They taught us in the schools."

But after all they only taught us the very crudest facts, and gave

very little chance for the play of the imagination. It is this defect that

I have endeavoured very imperfectly to supply, by throwing some side-

light feebly imitative of the effulgence of his native atmosphere upon

the private life of Borefoot, the social vicissitudes of his career, and the

influence of occult powers upon the development of his destiny.

I am conscious of a great want in the received methods of classical

study. If, as we are asked by a great authority to believe, the average

Greek citizen of the best period attained in mental calibre and social

culture a standard not inferior to that of a modern Member of Parliament,

(though when we consider the latter-day decline of mariners in the

House the compliment to the Hellene can only be regarded as a

dubious one) we teachers are falling very far short of our duty if we fail

to apply to our instructions the realistic method of enquiry, to fill in

with local colouring the meagre outlines of mythical romance, or add
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the piquant sauce of personal detail to the unpalatable dulness of

historic records.

With this thought always before me, I have thus far treated the

career of Borefoot an grand serieux. Now, as the melancholy end

approaches, by a strange paradox I am obliged to regard it in the

light of a play. The historian is consequently merged in the dramatic

critic
;
and from the front row of the balcony, with the gods above me

(for, acting on the advice of Polonius, I have been careful to reserve my

judgment- seat), I shall try, as well as I can, to sketch the "wreck's

progress
"

at a moderate distance after Hogarth. By common consent

the play has received the title of Oedipus the Wreck, and there seems

no reason why we snould depart from tradition on this point.

CHAPTER XVIII.

PROLOGUE: "For us, and for our tragedy,

Here stooping to your clemency,

We beg your hearing patiently."
ibid.

ACT I.

(HE scene (from a premeditated design of the O'Connoisseur)

represents Borefoot's
"
little place

"
;
terrace walk with Doric

columns (pillars, but no "
bolsters," as they are Doric) ;

in

centre of lawn a kettle-drum table, with olive-branches and new Jaeger

woollen-fillets lying on top, instead of muffins and tea-cake. To right
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and left kitchen garden with rather absurd gooseberry-trees. People of

every age on all-fours about the place; in the midst tall and really

venerable figure in white, with beard in keeping.

To these enter King Borefoot through front door (which folds and

unfolds at the merest touch), followed by four of the body-guard, as

natural as life lances, shin-pads, lovely tea-trays, scuttle head-pieces

whole thing, in fact, complete. One on our left very image of Bengal

Lancer, black beard and cocoa-coloured skin; officer next him rather

of the Spartan strain, looking, as I heard someone say, as if he had just

stepped out of a Greek vase. ("Ah ! vas, vadis, too, as a male is known,"

I rejoined, quoting from syntax,
" which is, by interpretation,

' Of a

suretv the man is a vase.' ") These four top-heavies, let it be prefaced,

are the very making of the play ; put audience in good humour at once,

and make gooseberry-trees look less like Noah's-ark business. Altogether

they are the soul, as well as the body-guard, of the performance, and

when they march off the play always halts a little.

King stands there listening to tale of misery, interrupted by roars in

unison from people on all-fours. Unison of voices nicely balanced by

harmony of colour in tunic-effects. Prevailing tone and sentiment

blue. Priest keeps on steadily in a very long speech, taking no notice

of groans. Tableau reminds one curiously of illustrations of Daniel in

den of lions. King Darius at safe distance interviewing prophet ;
lions

roaring, but harmless. Suppliants, meanwhile, crowded to suffocation,

but very well and even stiffly behaved.

Critics complain of absence of dignity in Oedipus. Comment of this
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kind shews ignorance about Eorefoot's previous character as developed

in this work. Man who is playing hide-and-seek with Nemesis gets out

of habit of looking really pompous. King adopts usual form of reply to

application for charity; assures them all that their distress gives him

personally far more pain than, etc. Has applied, he says, for drastic

drug from Adelphi ;
could not go himself reason obvious when we

remember occasion of his last visit but sent next-of-kin, who is already

overdue.

Sensation ! Creon detected by suppliants within view-halloo half-a-

mile away down the wings, coming his very hardest, and even at that

distance looking cheerful. Enter with happy little skip and jump. At

his back swings the same old tennis-hat that pleased us all so much

when worn by the angel in the Ajax years and years ago. But what a

boy it is ! Quite shocks the audience, who were looking forward to see

what Borefoot's maternal uncle would be like, and are confronted by

genial stripling.

Rough mental calculation of age needed : say Borefoot's mother was

30 when he was born; put him at 21 when he left Corinth; add 16

years for married life. 21 + 16 + 30 = 67 for locasta's age; and if

Creon was no older than his sister, still, for a man getting on towards

three-score years and ten, he really looked incredibly agile. Occurs to

me that possibly this assumption of youthful appearance is merely

dramatic design for accommodation of locasta, who, with woman's

modesty, would naturally like to underrate herself. Following conver-

sation ensues :
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Barefoot. Well ? What news ?

Creon. Good news. What do you think ? If a thing ends all right,

why then it's all all right.

eryw ryap Ka T

*raT* opObv egekOovra iravr av evrv)(eiv.

Borefoot Is that all? I had hoped for something more definitely

lucid.

Creon. Oh, they said more than that
; they said,

" Blood for blood !

"

Borefoot. Whose blood ?

Creon. Whose blood ? Why blood of late King Laius.

Borefoot (frankly). Laius? Remember to have heard him men-

tioned once, but never had pleasure of meeting him. (Sensation ; long

whistle of incredulity in gallery, and a voice "Whew!" Everyone looks

round. Emanates from Pollman, who, having read up plot so far in

Classical Dictionary, and recognised line by help of translation, is

shocked and surprised at what he takes to be bad case of mendacity on

part of Borefoot. Smile of pity from Girton students, who quite under-

stand idea of Sophoclean irony, and know that Oedipus does not know

that they know what they know.)

Creon. Well, he got killed according to account of reliable eye-

witness by sturdy band of brigands.

Borefoot (encouraged). But where were the police ? (Reason for

inaction of this gallant body quite obvious, Creon's idea at the time

having been to slip on to throne himself.)

Creon. (I quote verbatim here, just to shew what sort of nonsense
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was sometimes considered good enough for Greek audience.)
" The

Sphinx, with her fancy remarks, drew us on to let mysteries go, and

consider what lay at our feet." (Very refined fooling this, seeing that

fowl in question did nothing but propound riddles and eat people raw,

so that, as far as mysteries were considered, the Thebans could not have

gained much by the change in point of perspicuity.)

Borefoot, with indignation very admirable if designed, concludes by

appointing himself first Commissioner of Police for investigation of

crime. Priest, who has finished sacrificing, good-naturedly calls off"

amateur troupe. Sacrifice of self quite rare in priestly office. As

volunteers struggle off, enter chorus of constabulary regulars, who deli-

berately execute march-past before monarch. Orders then are : "Stand at

ease !

" "
By companies from left, Sing !" Audience sits at attention.

After very captivating interlude dedicated to Athene, Artemis,

Apollo, and Dionysus, and

composed by justly celebra-

ted collaborateurs, Messrs.

Stanford (not his first dis-

tinct "score") and Sophocles,

librettist Borefoot makes

a little speech to constables.

His theme is : To Trace the

Knave! Heavy reward for

" To Trflce the Knave "
conviction of same

; heavy

penalty for any person or persons cognisant and keeping silence. Man
11
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who entertains or conceals guilty party, let him be reduced to powder.
'

Proclamation applies to everybody, Borefoot not excluded. Irony

improving every minute. Good notion this, of knave putting up at his

own house and being entertained by himself. Knowing ones in audience

visibly delighted. Borefoot's face a masterly blank.

Presently enter old Teiresias, arch-detective, and blind as a bat.

Office-boy leads in the seer, the couple in fact being disguised as a

Hendiadys, according to prophet's facetious statement in Antigone,

"
Si/ ef e^o? /SXeTToinre." Knows all about whole story, but had tried to

escape his own notice, forgetting it. Refused to come twice, but third

time of asking too much for him. Is almost dazzled for moment by

light of prophetic insight, but bears up bravely and states facts.

Obliged reluctantly to accuse king of patricide and matrimony. Alle-

gations very painful to Borefoot. He resents them
;
resents them very

strongly. Says they are a tissue of lies ; false tissue-paper for Tracing

wrong Knave. If seer knows all about everything, why did he not

guess Sphinx's riddle 1 Has him there.

King goes on to call Teiresias bad names, and says a line with no

fewer than nine T'S in it. Chorus recognises abuse as getting highly

alliterative. Bengal Lancer and Vase-man magnificently unmoved.

Thought by some to be sign of soldierly bearing ; suggested by others

that they do not understand language, and so miss points.

Borefoot drops assumed dignity, and slings pure Billingsgate all

about the stage. Seer very uncomfortable
;

as Regius Professor of

Divination, is bound to give regulation number of lectures
;
once having
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delivered necessary minimum gathers priestly stoles about him, shakes

dust from sandals, and so exit, boy steering as before. Exit also king,

by front door, followed by body-guard ; pillars not quite wide enough

apart to let them go off two abreast without awkward pressure ;
recalls

humiliating appearance of stout basso-profundos in choral procession

where width of aisle is limited.

Chorus burst into melodious apophthegms about general potency of

Zeus; but incline to question infallibility of mortal ministers; will

continue to swear by Borefoot after brilliant business with Sphinx. Get

carried away finally by mere loyalty of sentiment, and swing their arms

about a good deal in manner already found so effective in Ajax Pan-

Pan chorus. End of Act I. (Audience at this point very glad to

recognise priest and few odd suppliants peeping in by side door of

stalls in evening-dress. Priest recalls memories of Agamemnon, King

of men.)

Same old drop-scene as in Eumenides
; balcony of the Adelphi ;

with two ornamental sphinxes. Better, this, however, than unintelligible

female seated riskily on preposterous bubble, as in drop-too-much scene

at late exhibition of Alcestis at Oxford. Quite impossible to have this

kind of thing recurring. Artist (who was eye-witness of Oxford per-

formance) has represented curious episode at conclusion of play. By

very pardonable confusion he has put into mouths of audience those

remarks of approbation for \vhich, by anticipation, we have to thank the

generous critics of this volume.
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41
Quite impossible to have this kind of thing recurring." The Alcestis at

Oxford. Drop (of Thames-water) scene. The Professor
"
seeking reputa-

tion even in the bubble's mouth 1 '

(p. 83).
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CHAPTER XIX.

ACT II.

Scene totally unmoved; so little does unravelment of human fate affect apathy of

surrounding objects in natural world. Crooseberry trees a picture of stolid

indifference.

IE-ENTER Creon with nice fresh clothes on. Has heard rumour

that Borefoot charges him with suborning Regius Professor

to tell lies about him (Borefoot), idea being that Creon was

taking steps to mount throne. Readers of his previous history, being

well acquainted with character of Creon, know him to be quite equal

to taking complete flight of steps to mount throne. Happens, however,

to be innocent this time
;
hence takes occasion for display of righteous

wrath. In act of throwing himself on sympathy of chorus, when enter

Borefoot.

Battle royal ensues. King rather coarse; Creon cool and critical.

Latter points out that it would be impolitic for him (Creon) to have

designs on throne, like figures in relief round chair of Olympian Zeus
;

much more fun being First Prince than plain King ;
First Prince gets

all wages and no work, sweets of life without sweat of brow.

Quarrel goes on steadily; body-guard at last succumb to ennui,

ground their tea-trays in strict military time, and try new positions;

Vase-man adhering conscientiously to authorised classical models.

Looks architecturally like an "engaged" figure, attached, in military

phrase, to defending column.
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Suddenly, after brief warning from chorus, enter queen, pouring

locastor-oil on troubled waters. A large-boned good-natured old lady,

rather past her prime, but carries her years well, and gets about the

stage nicely. Should myself, if in Borefoot's place, have preferred one

of the two handmaidens who follow her possibly also "engaged"

figures; certainly very engaging. They remain in background, while

body-guard behave admirably under these trying circumstances.

locasta's outer vestment is of glossy fabric quite a transparent

disguise. Critics, through ignorance, complain of the texture as Japanese.

As a fact, the material was best Coan, or, as the rhyme runs,

"It was part of her dos,

And it came from Cos."

Grammarians will recognise this old association of feminine substantives

in os.

Queen's bracelet, too, ought not to be overlooked. Started high up

above biceps and glissaded freely down to wrist, adding to embarrass-

ment already felt in absence of side-pockets.

Three more rounds, making twenty-seven in all, complete pugilistic

encounter between royal relatives. Chorus, as referee, keep ring, and

give result as a draw, in accordance with modern fashion in prize-fight

verdicts. Exit Creon, rather fresher of two, Borefoot's left having been

bruised in exhibition-bout with Prophet, and both feet badly spiked.

Chorus recommend queen to take her man off the scene :
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Will do so as soon as details of original dispute transpire. Forgets that

it takes two to make a quarrel, and asks if it arose a^olv air avrolv.

vai^i is the very funny reply of the chorus.

King and queen now discuss family history before chorus. Strikes

one as strange that they should not have done this before in privacy of

married life. Gives Borefoot, however, fine opportunity for auto-

biographical sketch, beginning with famous example of ov pr) tcov
fjurj

o-repijOys, so familiar to king from Greek syntax that he drops

inadvertently on to it several lines before right place, and has to be

called back by prompter and put on proper mark again. Not to be

denied, however, and gets well away on a trying speech of some sixty

lines. Chorus rather bored
;
lean against side walls and fall asleep till

wanted. One of them sits throughout; a highly realistic but rather

rude proceeding. Leader on alert
;
counts sixty-three and comes in slap

in the right place. Takes care not to make the mistake of big drum

engaged for one single note in oratorio, who missed cue by three beats

and spoiled fine andante opening.

Dialogue between king and queen brings out several interesting

facts already known to readers of this history. Theory of Laius having

been murdered by person or persons unknown instead of by infant, as

definitely threatened by Apollo, encourages queen to contempt of

respected authorities. Says as much, with considerable confidence.

Borefoot not quite so satisfied. Recalls having slain a tourist and set

of guides on turnpike road in temporary fit of spleen, and sees possi-

bility of leading corpse turning out to be that of Laius. Would like
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to hear evidence of peasant calling himself eye-witness of assault by

company of highway robbers. Peasant known to be prodigious distance

away, but is sent for incontinent. Odd chance after all that Borefoot

may not turn out to be banditti in question. Exit in painful suspense.

Chorus proceeds to execute Pan-atheistic ode too profane for repetition.

This naturally brings second Act to an abrupt conclusion.

CHAPTER XX.

ACT III.

Scene still unmoved ; fresh light thrown in this way on question of "pathetic

fallacy
"

; expression ofgooseberry trees an unintelligent blank.

JUEEN, who may be supposed to have already offended deities

by sceptical remarks, makes an oblation of light meal, thus

adding incense to injury, and prepares to go the round of the

shrines with bouquet by way of propitiation. Pleasing aroma of pastilles

begins to invade front stalls, when enter Angel from right. He is from

Corinth, and points to left wing as direction from which he came
;
must

therefore have been all round back of house trying to find front door.

Usual polite formula of enquiry follows, as to whether he is right in

assuming eligible villa to be that of Borefoot; as if there were an

embarras of palaces in Thebes. Then, turning to queen "Mrs.

Borefoot, I presume?" in the accepted Stanley-Livingstone method.
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He brings on the one hand sad news, which may on the other be

considered tidings of comfort and joy. Polypus, good old Polypus, is

no more; and if Borefoot will go over to Corinth he will hear of some-

thing to his advantage. Queen indecorously jubilant. Sends for

husband, who must have been listening outside, as he comes in with

suspicious alacrity. Charmed with news, which clears him of predicted

parricide ; obviously innocent now of death of Polypus, unless the old

man has died of longing for him a feeble joke, uttered out of mere

good temper, and rather shocking. First half of oracle being proved

abortive, there yet remains second half marriage with deceased father's

wife. Altogether thinks he will avoid risk of this, especially now that

he is respectable married man and father of family.

Culminating moment arrived for strawberry-mark incident. Angel

seizes opportunity. Declares that if this is only cause which keeps him

from Corinth he may reassure himself. He (Angel) can vouch for it

that king is no relation to Polypus or Mary P., and might therefore

comfortably wed the latter without committing anything worse than

bigamy.

Exciting revelations follow. Angel, who freely admits his object to

be merely mercenary a trait, it will be remembered, in the character

of the Old Corinthian now reveals his own identity as king's original

life-preserver. Proof of statement :

"
7rodu>i> av ap&pa ftaprvprjffeiev ra ad

Put your bore-feet in the witness-box, my good Sir."

12
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" Ah ! my prophetic soul, my ankle !

"
exclaims the king dramati-

cally. Had long wanted an opportunity ever since Adelphi pre-

dictions, it will be remembered of publicly adapting Hamlet to

private circumstances.

Angel proceeds. Meanwhile orchestra plays leit-motiv suggesting how

"
It seems a beastly thing,

And peculiar in a king,

To have left his little rosy

Person hopelessty expose

To the common mountain-bear

And the usual missing-lynx.

So it's hey diddle-diddle!

Pan-pipe and fiddle!

Fol de rol de riddle !

Sphinx!"

The Leit-motiv.

"
Well," resumes Angel,

" when you were exposed to the incle-

mency of weather, it was I who was your life-preserver. I do not

mean a cork-belt, of course
;
but I took the meat-skewer out of your

baby feet. They call me the Old Corinthian. I took you to Corinth

non cuivis hominum, you know and when I might have sold you as a

rather rare specimen to the Anatomical Museum, I let the childless

king have you for a mere song. Stay, I can give it you !
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"
Baby, baby, Borefoot,

Has he got a sore foot ?

Yes, he 's got a raw foot,

Pauvre petit cher !

For his pebble-hearted Pa,

In conjunction with his
"

(the Angel is suddenly arrested by a pained, supplicatory expression in

queen's eye, but pulls himself together and continues) :

" In conjunction with (I can't just now remember whom)

Took his little feet and prick'd 'em,

Leaving him a hopeless victim

To the strolling mountain-bear,

And the usual missing-lynx/'

The Leit-motiv.

For further information let them apply to Old Theban.

What Old Theban ? Why, Old Theban who originally superintended

exposure, and with whom, in case of wilful damage to registered

package, all responsibility rests. Chorus very smartly suggests that he

is no other than the supposed survivor of attack by highway robbers,

for whom they have already sent. Shews that chorus are not so

callous to plot as might appear from careless observation of their
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behaviour. Coryphaeus, no doubt, detailed off to watch proceedings on

their behalf.

Queen's turn now to say something. Has been following con-

versation, and making rapid mental calculation in corner of stage.

Just succeeded in solving very painful problem. Borefoot still fumbling

with three hypotheses and a previous deduction when queen gets

solution out. Good example of very notable strides made in matter of

female education, pointing to obvious claim to concession of Degrees.

Tory members of Senate in stalls plainly conscience-stricken.

locasta, who has been crooning to herself

" In conjunction with his Ma,

In conjunction with his Ma,"

now entreats king not to seek further disclosures. Borefoot pleased to

be very dull. Thinks queen is afraid gallant second husband will turn

out to be offspring of common cowherd's daughter. Does not care

personally if he is offspring of common cowherd's daughter, or even son

of gun, for that matter. Tells queen that it cannot hurt her,

oy' ear

if, in fact, the following tree represented his descent on maternal side for

three previous generations :

Washerwoman

Washerwoman

Washerwoman

Borefoot.
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Determined at all costs or even fourteen days in default to know

truth, and nothing but truth. Queen protests. King protests. Leader

of chorus thinks they
" do protest too much," but is careful not to say so.

Altogether very sad exhibition of conjugal discord. Far more usual to

conduct these scenes behind the curtain, as in well-established case of

Caudle v. Caudle. Same idea strikes queen ; publicity, however, quite

unavoidable, with drop-scene hitched up tight at wings. No prospect of

king drawing veil over proceedings. Determines therefore to draw veil

on own account. Has all along felt awkward need of fan fans cover

multitude of sins and now seizes superficial Coan vestment above

alluded to, purpose of which at last becomes apparent, and wraps it

deliberately round head. Idea presumably Greek
;

method and

manipulation, English. General result entirely melancholy and dis-

astrous.*

How long this business of veil might have continued no possible

means of saying. Borefoot, however, brings matters to abrupt climax

by saying,
"
Hurry up the old herdsman, and let the queen go hang."

Good suggestion this of "go hang." Queen jumps at it, and in six

long raking strides is up the front steps and through the folding

doors. Back view, during exit, full of threatening, like that of lady in

Orchardson's picture.

Oedipus says he doesn't care what happens. He is the child of

Fortune. Children of Fortune never do care. Meanwhile sense of

* For wig episode, given at one representation only, vide " Excursus" at end of play.
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impending gloom settles down upon audience. They prepare for worst,

or worst but one.

Presto despondency exchanged for incredulous surprise ! Attention

of everyone arrested by unaccountable behaviour of chorus. Without

moment's warning, they burst like one maniac into third figure of

Sailor's Hornpipe, with ballet-music in strict keeping. Ribald spirits in

audience delighted. Old scholiasts pained and surprised. Suspect

tampering with text, but no clue to mystery afforded by reference to

book of words and songs. Remember certainly to have seen this

here-we-go-round-the-mulberry-bush business in e</nf ep&m chorus of

Ajax. Some excuse, perhaps, then
; none, now.

Seems that they are moved to this unseemly hilarity by discovering

Borefoot to be a native of the place ;
riddle of Sphinx after all guessed

by indigenous Theban. Hopeful state of things when old men find

occasion to dance break-downs over trifles of this kind. Shews ever-

green disposition. Moral effect, therefore, of exhibition very gratifying,

but dramatic result quite grotesque and depressing.

Borefoot, in background, still works away steadily at stiff problem,

picking up suggestions from Angel. At length aged man detected

coming up right wing expostulating. Borefoot makes one of his bold

guesses as to man's identity.
"
Shouldn't wonder," he says knowingly,

"
if this turned out to be our old friend the herdsman. Eh ? what ?

"

Accuracy of conjecture not very startling, seeing old man in question

had been sent for, and was expected every moment.

Enters quite blown, and bent to a wrecked-angle ; having had good
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five or six miles walk from Criterion (as crow flies) in course of last

three-quarters of an hour, allowing some twenty minutes for messengers

to go that distance and tell him he was wanted. Good going for veteran

almost in his three figures. Had he arrived a shade earlier, would no

doubt have received well-merited triumph for record weight-for-age

performance ;
too late now, of course

; nothing in way of pedestrian feats,

accomplished even by people in last stages of dotage, avail to cause

audience faintest surprise after late harlequinade on part of chorus.

Make-up of Old Theban very effective. False beard covers face,

passes across chest under left arm, and connects again above right

shoulder. More than answers great expectations formed of it ever since

rumour of its having served as mattress and bedding for infant Borefoot

during famous night out on Criterion. Good opportunity for leit-motiv,

suggesting how the child seems to have had

"
his little rosy

Person hopelessly expose

To the strolling mountain-bear," etc.

The Leit-motiv.

Sad lack, so far, of comic element in play, late surprise-chorus

always excepted. Herdsman, with great histrionic insight for amateur,

seizes chance of introducing comic business. Right kind of Angel this:
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"
Ille mihi praeter oranes

Angulus ridet,"

as the Old Horatian whispered at my side. Audience seems to recognise

jaunty style.
Refers to play-bill and finds name of favourite hero of

Old Comedy Peithetairus. Moved by similar reminiscence, Herdsman

treats Oedipus as if he were a bird, and wants to give him some

chaff, but finds original text quite out of keeping with flippant frame

of mind.

Smart man, this Herdsman. Knows the whole story perfectly, but

only wild horses shall drag it from him. Has to be held down in witness-

box by couple of able-bodied officers. Refuses at first to know who Old

Corinthian is. Always had rather a contempt for 0. C.
;
used to keep

two flocks to his one
;
and besides, O. C. never paid up balance of

bargain about Baby-borefoot, due on succeeding Kalends. At last gives

him a reluctant nod of recognition. 0. C. cross-examines. Wants to

know if he remembers a certain tune : hums

"For his pebble-hearted Pa,

In conjunction with his Ma,

Took his little feet and pricked 'em,

Leaving him a helpless victim," etc.

The Leit-motiv.
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O. T. affects slight touch of Lethal Tic. O. C. not to be put off.

Points triumphantly to strawberry-mark on feet of monarch. O. T. loses

his head (great piece of fortune that beard is fastened tight round chest

and small of back), and goes for O. C. with shepherd's crook. O. C. about

to duck head when Borefoot breaks in with threat of committal for con-

tempt of court 0. T. asks what for. Borefoot tells him not to give

crooked-answers to cross-questions put by 0. C. O. T. says that O. C. is

another. Bench commits 0. T. Five obols and costs, with alternative

of seven days' pillory.
" Ho ! minions !

Ply your pinions !

"

O. T. grovels at feet of tyrant. Strange irony, this, of fate
;
contrast

in relative positions of Borefoot and O. T. between present scene and

that on Criterion very thrilling. Borefoot determined to buy Truth,

even weakly edition of it, at all costs. Makes impressive figure as

judge, jury, foreman of jury, plaintiff, counsel for plaintiff, and prisoner

at bar all united in one person ;
almost unique combination in traditions

of legal profession. Single-handed witness powerless against it. Evidence

continues :

" Did you really give the child to this man ?
"

(Anxious moment.

Everything hangs on answer.)

Fatal word comes slowly, but surely: "eSa>K-" (sensation) "and

I wish I may die !

"

" You shall," says Bench,
" unless you speak up distinctly."

Verdict a foregone conclusion now. As last forlorn hope 0. T. tries

13
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to shelve odium of final revelation on queen. Tells Borefoot to ask lady

within who it was who
"left his little rosy

Person hopelessly expose," etc.

"
reicovaa rKrjpwv ;

"
cries the king.

"
What, her own child ! The

pebble-hearted wretch !

"

No use in further shuffling, thinks 0. T. Half-a-dozen more lines

bound to settle whole business. Oedipus as the Grand Old Sharper

spreads the cards for the last time one, two, three. Keep your eye on

the picture-card ! Fine weather for the time of year, gentlemen ! Last

time of shewing you the picture-card, gentlemen. Keep your eye on it,

and now then, gentlemen, for the last time, TO TRACE THE KNAVE !

To Trace the Knai
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and before the 0. C. (who thinks he understands the game) has had

time to drop on to what he believes to be the coloured one, Borefoot

tosses up the cards riot a single picture among them and then, with

hideous leer of triumph and despair, extracts knave from small of back !

Found to be rude portrait of King himself !

u lov ! lov !

"
the cry goes up from his foaming lips (ah ! when

would he ever redeem that I U ?) and with a triple curse upon

himself he turns, drops crown in excitement of moment, and, by forced

march of not more than four Roman paces (locasta took six, but she

was a woman), bursts up the steps and through folding doors of palace.

Flings them back indeed with such exceeding violence as nearly to

knock a great chip off Creon, who, foreseeing this kind of exit, has

good-naturedly posted himself behind doors to catch Borefoot, and

prevent his smashing back wall of theatrical partition. "lou! lov I

"

wails the oboe.

Audience very glad to get painful scene over. Text of original

fortunately riot quite such strong stuff as English translation in break-

down speech. No triple curse in Greek. Last three lines, in fact,

rather affectedly simple. Run as follows, literally :

"O 'light! may I look on thee now for the last time, I that have

been shewn to have been born from people I ought not (to have been

born from), and to be living with those with whom 1 ought not

(to have been living), and to have killed those whom it was not

right for me (to kill)." Greek notion of dramatic effect evidently

very subtle.
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Chorus follows with plaintive dirge. Sad falling-otf from bumptious

frivolity of previous attempt. Opportunity for conventional platitude

not to be overlooked. Life, after all, nothing but shadow. Once

thought shadow of Oedipus would never grow less. Resolved now that

it is best never to call any solitary mortal creature happy. Man who

begins by using such expressions as
"
I 'm blest," sure to go from bad to

worse
; may end by saying

"
I 'in hang'd," and being right about it.

Look at Oedipus ! Who could have foretold finish like this for man

who had actually slain a female with real crooked-talons like Mrs.

Gampsouyx, the Sphinx. If calculations were to be upset like this

there was an end to honest speculation, life being reduced to mere

gambling. Enough to make a man turn Gray, and sing elegy on

churchyard (Sepoftai, yap wairep iaKefloy %eo>z>). Heartily wish they

had never set eyes on

Bang goes private door of palace. Out flies second Angel with

Evening News. Regulation tunic, of course, but otherwise no rag of

disguise or patch of make-up. Stands confessed as H. B. Smith and

Sons before delighted and appreciative audience. Brings the Fifth

Edition. Special ! Extra Special ! !

7eOwr)K6 06iov
'

loKaaTr]^ icdpa ! ! !

The Divine Head of locasta is dead !

the SvGTaXaiva I says chorus; tell us all about it. Smith and

Sons really magnanimous. Might have refused to let news go under

half-obol, price of evening print. Undertakes to recite whole episode
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free of charge. Lets himself in for sixty odd lines with only one break,

when chorus asks if king's Buffering enjoys any vacation (0-^0X7? tca/cov).

Narrative very fair specimen of usual matter of Evening Press, but

quite unsuited for reproduction in present work.

1

Specia I ! Extra Special !!
"

Suppressing details, however, one may give crude outline of facts.

Seems that queen proceeded direct to green-room, and doffed wig (with

exception of occasion alluded to in Excursus I.). Then she called on
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Laius, but he was away in Hades. Says loudly that she will regret to

her dying day that she had ever married a second time. Interest of

attendants now called off by noisy entrance of king into back scenes.

Calls for sword
;
no sword to be found among stage-properties nothing

but fancy-rapier that would not draw, and foil with permanent button.

Asks after wife who was no wife. No one to direct him, whole troupe

being engaged hunting for property-sword.

Thought-reading extraordinary. Bursts into room where she is.

Tableau ! Queen in suspense. King looses halter, crying
" Undone !

undone !" Then draws bodkin from breast of deceased wife, and makes

very painful impression on both his own eyes. Being in unsound state

of mind, entirely loses sight of general effect of things. Blood flows
;

blood, as poet says, that "incarnadines, making the green-room red."

King, who is very much hurt, now declares that the place is intolerable
;

naturally does not see his way to making longer stay in same house as

himself now that he is proved to be detestable knave; will leave

present site and go into exile; will seek in other lands an asylum for

the blind.

"
Indeed," concludes Press,

" our young man is authorised to say that

monarch may appear outside at any moment
; being anxious for all the

people to be convinced that the thing is not a mere blind, but a warning

for all those still
"
in statu pupillari

"
not to do that which is right in

their own eyes, at any rate not to hold wrong things (such as bodkins)

right in their own eyes."

Altogether very smart and piquant narrative this of second Angle,
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X-Angle, as I see programme calls him. Curious use of
" X "

for news-

boy. Have heard of Policeman X and Double X, but don't remember

ever to have seen or heard of Angle X before, except perhaps in

Trigonometry, and that very long time ago.

Exciting moment. Chorus crane forward to get first peep at

Oedipus. Paws (as the Sphinx said) throughout theatre. Distant noise

of Oedipus getting loose. Doors fly open. In stumbles poor old hero
;

bored in feet, and bored in mind, and bored in optics. Makes excellent

good shot for pillars one hand on each. No breaking shins, no

barking knuckles; everything pointing to collusion. Should certainly

have had small dog and string to give confidence to audience
;
and

if possible a green shade (with any proper inscription) . over lacerated

eyes : for after all,
"
ars est celare artem

"
(as the thief said when

he stole the Gainsborough picture).

King feels way about delicately ;
twice round each pillar and then

on to next
; sympathy of audience finds vent in involuntary whispers :

"Mind the stairs, Sir!" "One step to the right!" "Heads!" But

they forget who they are dealing with ;
Borefoot knows his way about

blindfold
;
men who can trace knave like himself can trace most things,

even in dark.

Strange notion all this of what is requisite in dramatic situation.

Must have managed these things differently in Greece. Everybody

waiting breathless for a few words of explanation of late behaviour from

Borefoot. Nothing of the sort. King preserves strictest silence; and

chorus, with help of orchestra, suggesting motiv of
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" For it seems a beastly thing,

And peculiar in a king,"

The Leit-motiv.

sings a very pleasant air in unison for several minutes. Meanwhile,

to kill time, ex-monarch is obliged to continue his pas-seul round pillars,

at end of which finds himself thoroughly worn out, and song still going

oil. Obliged to sit down on front door-steps, and take few well-merited

winks till chorus have finished.

No sooner last note died away than Borefoot pulls himself together

and calls out,
"
alai, alal" at top of voice

; very great shock to audience,

who had for moment forgotten his existence in rapture at entrancing

beauty of melody. However, patience is rewarded, and his turn is come

now. Explains conduct in Bodkin Scene, and pours forth perfect torrent

of Athanasian language. Nobody's feelings spared. Apollo, Old

Corinthian, Cross-ways, Mother, Wife, Criterion, Borefoot himself,

Marriage-rites ydfioi, of ydpwv all is gammon.
Enter Creon attired as monarch, and attended by perfidious satellites

soldiers of Fortune, who have followed her changing camp. New robe

sweeps clean. Creon, as heir presumptuous, has evidently rehearsed

before now this possible roll. Sits the part well, and keeps his face all

through trying scene, after promising Borefoot not to laugh :
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Most indecent if he had laughed. Can afford to be generous to

brother-in-law, now proved to be nephew in disguise. Passes clean

gambric pocket-handkerchief (ya/jifipos brother-in-law) over eyes, and,

turning to attendants, says majestically,
" Remove this Boreble."

Politic to the last, takes no extreme measures until he has consulted

oracle. Owes everything to oracles. Meanwhile lets late king have

interview with children. Enter children
;

domestic scene. No more

Pa-senl ; pas de tout now. Oedipus sits at foot of kettle-drum, and

clasps hands of late princesses. Far too late, indeed
; youngest should

have been in bed hours ago. Very forcible and effective this manner of

wedging children's heads under parental arm. Seen it done before in

Alcestis. Little hairs in Chancery.

Youngest receives father's finger in right eye ; very painful stroke

this. Has to hold hand furtively over place for rest of scene. Nursery-

governess, who is allowed to come down with children, visibly affected.

Hardly dry eye on stage, except prompter's and eldest child, who is

trying to recognise friends in audience. Every prospect of Borefoot

making very tedious business of it, when Creon breaks in rather coarsely

with,
"
Dry up ;

in you go !

"

There is nothing for it but to obey :

"
Treto-reo^ /eel fjurjSev ^Su." AH

pull themselves together for final procession and general exit-effects.

Borefoot's old crown lying about ground. Creon kicks it on one side.

14
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Borefoot's long train getting mixed round kettle-drum threatens to over-

throw that useful structure. All comes of having blind man about

stage. Creon to rescue again ; safety before stage etiquette ;
throws

train with easy jerk of leg off line of kettle-drum and into gooseberry

bush, procession passing off without further hitch.

Chorus, like the gallant crew they are, refuse to leave wreck till it is

scuttled. Standing on burning deck they find a brief respite for one

last cherished platitude :

" Count no man happy till he is no more !

"

Then, with heavy hearts and sore voices (air still resonant with con-

cluding Bronchial Trochees), take to their boats, and the curtain falls

upon Oedipus the Wreck amid a tempest of applause.

Freshman's hallowed joke of calling for author treated by deceased

playwright with proper contempt.

Excursus I. On locasta's Wig.

Rumour reaches us that at one performance, given for benefit of

early risers, the queen, in abstraction of grief, entirely dispensed with all

artificial hair some ten or twelve lines prior to her violent and irre-

trievable exit. Here, if we think on it, a point of distinct ethical import

is raised. Apart from recognised fact that it is better for grey hairs

not to be brought in sorrow to halter, and waiving as contemptible

anachronism the question of person's right to dispose of her own by
Married Women's Property Act, we may yet recognise in this deliberate

act a certain defiant anticipation of prerogatives of Death. Goblin of
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this name is understood to have private right to doom to gods below all

whose hair has felt his razor's solemnising edge,

"
OTOV," as he says,

" rod* ^fX9 Kparos a^/viarj rpi^a."

But to curious observer this behaviour of queen serves further as

pretty counterpart of action taken by Alcestis in Oxford play. None

who saw it will forget that very moving scene, fully rendered on one

occasion only of which present writer had great good fortune to be

spectator when Alcestis, on being reanimated, establishes her identity

by plucking from statue's base actual lock of hair still lingering there in

memory of her demise, and wearing it on front of sleeve of outer

garment to shew " no deception." Flashed upon audience as distinct

inspiration of moment, and then gone torn off by ruthless attendant

but photographed indelibly on philosophic mind of at least one eye-

witness.

In conclusion, to do locasta justice, there seems to be something

rather creditable about this episode of wig-sacrifice. Sign surely of

precocious anticipation of Zeit-geist of later age, when sages recognised

solid fact that mortals carry practically nothing with them out of the

world. We, of later day, with advantage, as my friend the old Horatian

tells me, of sound knowledge of Stoic maxims, supported by consenting

authority of Latin syntax, are fond of taunting old-age with established

quotations such as

"Cedes coemptis saltibus et domo,"

(you can't take your shootings and the lodge with you, you know), and

may well wonder what hope is to be held out for plain grey wig!
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Nothing indeed could be more contemptible than fate of that Greek

traitor who steered Persian fleet against his native land, and by one

combination-stroke of reward and punishment gained a gold crown as

payment of favour, and, as penalty of fraud, lost head that was to wear it.

Very notable story, that of the Hellespontius Pilot.

[End of Excursus I.

Excursus II. To the
"
Colonies."

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

"Oedipus Coloneus; or, Oedipus at the 'Colonies'. 1

J. PALMEK, PRINTKR, ALEXANDRA STRKKT, CAMBRIDGE.
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